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Let’s get a few points out of the way before anything else is said: There is ZERO scientific evidence to support the notion of gender self
identification. There is ZERO scientific evidence to support the claim that gender is merely a social construct. There is more evidence that biology
determines gender behaviors and manhood and womanhood are inborn psychological constructs. The vast majority of people develop gender
associations directly in line with their biology. Men act like men, women act like women, and these behaviors have been established as biological
fact from the beginning of recorded history.

Men and women are biologically different in many respects, even down to how our brains function. Biological sex and gender related behavior are
based mostly in nature, not mostly in environment. However, the gender identity religion has deemed these concepts a form of bigotry. The situation
has become so unhinged that leftists are now referring to real women as “bleeders” or “people who menstruate,” as if this is the only biological
difference between them and trans women.

Regardless of how one is positioned on the topic, if you are honest you have to admit that transgenderism today is a political issue, not a
scientific issue. In the past few years we have seen government funded and globalist foundation funded scientists politicized by the gender issue.
But, again, they have zero evidence to support their claims that gender is changeable and malleable. Interestingly, they now argue both sides: That
gender is purely a social construct, and that gender is biologically linked and hardwired. The two ideas are mutually exclusive, but hey, we’re living in
clown world now, so we should just shut up and enjoy the ride…

Are there people out there who feel as though their mental acclimation is not the same as their biological acclimation? Yes, there are exceptions to
the rule. In most legitimate cases these people suffer from a mental illness called “gender dysphoria.” It’s a relatively harmless psychological
problem (except that it tends to cause depression and suicidal tendencies for the trans person); these people are not a threat to me or to you and
their existence in our society is not really our concern, unless, that is, they make it our concern.

For some reason, the authoritarian political left has elevated the transsexual issue to the very top of their oppression Olympics. It’s hard to
say why, but they have taken a “group” which represents around 0.4% of the population and determined that they are the pinnacle of the victim
totem pole and that the rest of the world needs to walk on egg shells whenever dealing with them.

But let’s look at this situation objectively for a moment, shall we?

The trans community is considered a designated “oppressed minority,” but it’s one that any person can join for any reason. It’s not really a
minority group so much as a club, and clubs can become trendy when they are marketed effectively. I don’t have to actually have gender dysphoria
to join this club, all I have to do is CLAIM that I identify as trans and, suddenly, I am now part of an oppressed class. The problem is, trans people
are not oppressed, at least not in the west.

What the political left deems “oppression” is rather confused and convoluted. In their terminology, oppressing them means not letting them do
whatever the hell they please regardless of how destructive their intent. You are victimizing them by not letting them victimize you.

Let’s expand on that in trans terms: If a man claims he is a woman and is trans, that person now has the social power to demand that the rest of us
identify him as a woman and use the pronouns he prefers. In other words, if tomorrow I claim I am trans (even though it’s not true) I then have the
right to control your speech. And yes, it is absolutely as simple as that according to leftists.

A vivid example of this control dynamic is the reaction to the recently passed Florida Anti-Grooming Bill, which SJWs and the media
dishonestly labeled the “Don’t Say Gay Bill.” Here we have a law based in logic and reason which victimizes no one, turned into a circus under
accusations of bigotry and discrimination. What does the bill do? It prevents public school teachers from exposing children as young as
Kindergarten to discussions on sexuality and gender identity, and requires that they talk to parents about their child’s exposure to any such lessons.
In other words, Florida is telling teachers they’re not allowed to propagandize children with their cultist nonsense and groom them into the
SJW/trans fold.

Public school teachers are paid by the state and the taxes that parents pay to the state. The teachers work for the parents; the parents are the boss.
But leftists don’t see it that way. They say it’s about free speech, and at bottom they they aren’t school employees, they are evangelists for the social
justice cause. They are widely against religious ideas being taught in schools, unless it’s their own religion.

The truth is they are zealots. They believe their ideology supersedes all other concerns and that they have the right to mold your children
into that ideology without your approval because they believe you are too ignorant to understand the “greater good” that is being done.

The anti-grooming bill was designed to protect young children from sexual indoctrination, and leftists are furious about it. They claim ownership of
your children, and the trans agenda is a big part of the molding process that leftist teachers say they have a right to pursue.

As you can imagine, the temptation for narcissistic and sociopathic miscreants to jump on the trans bandwagon is immense. All they have to
do to gain control over the people around them is to join a gender identity group? All they have to do to get special treatment and privileges is
proclaim they are discriminated against? For people without conscience this is an exciting new world where their narcissism is applauded and
protected.

If people don’t comply, they are “oppressing” the trans individual and are now automatically bigots. Frankly, I will never refer to a trans person
according to their preferred pronouns. Why? Because this is a lie. They are not what they claim to be. Their internal fantasies are irrelevant to the
facts, and their feelings do not matter where the truth is concerned. There is no such thing as “their truth,” there is only THE TRUTH.

If the issue at hand is gender dysphoria, then we must approach it like any other mental illness. When dealing with a schizophrenic that believes he
is Napoleon or Elvis Presley, we don’t demand that the whole of society agrees with him and enables his fantasies and makes laws protecting the
validity of his delusions, right? We ignore his fantasies; we don’t adapt our entire culture to his whims. Why are we doing this with trans activists?

Much of what the political left does involves making their problems into your problems, and it’s mostly about control, not equality. They claim they
are victims, and therefore they believe they have the right to determine what is oppression and what is bigotry. I ask, who made them the virtue
police and how are they actually qualified? Most of these people are so stunted and biased they hardly measure up to the high standards that would
be required to pass such objective judgments. Leftists aren’t the most virtuous, they are the most unstable, and yet they are being positioned as the
arbiters of our morality.

I focus on trans women specifically in this article because while there are women who pretend they are men, these women generally aren’t trying to
invade men’s spaces and take them over. There is something rather predatory and malicious about the trans woman aspect of this movement.

Most of the world is probably now familiar with the bizarre case of Lia Thomas (aka William Thomas), a biological man cosplaying as a woman so
that he can compete in the women’s NCAA swimming championships and destroy all the other real women competitors. Leftists argue that keeping
Lia Thomas and those like him out of women’s competitions would be oppressive, but is it really? Is acknowledging scientific fact “bigotry?”

The most glaring catalyst for the whole scenario is feminism. It’s ironic that feminists have misrepresented the male-to-female social dynamic for
so long that regular women actually began to believe the leftist world view, and now it’s coming back to bite them on the ass.

For decades, feminists have been arguing that women and men are equal in every possible way, including in physicality. This delusion has
become dangerously pervasive, not just in Hollywood but in the real world. We have even had the US military recently attempting to integrate
women into frontline combat and ranger battalion roles, to the point that they had to rig the standards in the women’s favor just so they could pass
the grueling tests. Other more honest experiments, such as those conducted by the US Marines into mixed gender units, show that this is a terrible
idea. Not only are mixed units distracted by sexual concern, but male/female units perform poorly in almost every area of training compared to all
male units.

Today, the trans athlete issue is proving beyond a doubt that men are physically superior to women. There is no debate. Even Lia Thomas, a
man ranked in the 400s in male swimming, has dominated women’s swimming easily. The examples are becoming widespread, from women’s
weightlifting to women’s MMA fighting and women’s track and field. If you want to crush the competition in women’s sports, all you have to be is a
man.

If women want to save their sports, they are going to have to admit that the feminists were wrong and that men are physically superior.
And, this is probably one of the primary reasons why very few women in sports have spoken up. They have been conditioned for so long to notions
of equity, they can’t handle the truth of biological reality.

The other reason is that if they do speak up they face the prospect of becoming social pariahs and being ostracize. Of course, the majority of
Americans think cancel culture is garbage, but the political left controls the corporate environment including Big Tech and most of government; they
can make it appear as if they are the majority when they are not. Even if they were the majority that does not mean they are not crazy. It is pure
madness to deny facts that are right in front of your face just to achieve political ends, but leftists have been doing this for some time now.

There are trans people that are not on board with the leftist agenda. Bruce Jenner (aka Caitlyn Jenner) has been surprisingly outspoken against
woke propaganda. Blair White is another example of an anti-leftist trans figure willing to speak out. The liberty movement and conservatives have
widely embraced them even though leftists claim we “hate” trans people and want to see them erased. The fact is that most of us don’t care what
people do in their private lives. But, when you weaponize and politicize your sexual proclivities and declare that we owe you something, that’s when
we’re going to have a problem.

Ultimately, the trans community is so minuscule it begs the question – Why are these people relevant in the grand scheme of things? Because
leftists see an opportunity to use them as tools for social derailment? Why are leftists so obsessed with the idea of indoctrinating children into the
trans fold? Why are they so interested in undermining biological fact? What is it with leftists and their need to turn the world upside down?

Many of them know, deep down, that the ideologies they preach are not based in truth. They know that they lie, and some of them are openly
proud when their lies prove effective. They are clearly not interested in enlightenment, they are only interested in winning. But what does it mean for
the political left to “win.” Well, in Marxist/communist terms, winning means destroying everything and tearing the target society down to nothing.
And if that’s what winning is to them, I’m more than happy to act as a gatekeeper that shuts them down and keeps them out as much as possible.
Gatekeeping in this case is good.

It’s sad that real people with real gender dysphoria are caught in the middle of this battle for the stability of our society. They should no be used as
pawns in the culture war. But then again, perhaps it’s time for more of them to speak up if they are not in support of the woke agenda. I
think this farce has gone on long enough, don’t you? As insane as leftists are, maybe we are more insane for letting the patients run the asylum.

*  *  *

If you would like to support the work that Alt-Market does while also receiving content on advanced tactics for defeating the globalist agenda,
subscribe to our exclusive newsletter The Wild Bunch Dispatch.  Learn more about it HERE.
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'Cheater' works too. Guy has no shame. Textbook sociopath.
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That's that thing that's an honorary admiral of the rainbow navy running the healthy dept right? 
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Ok ,,,your welcome

Heather Swanson (Strong Woman) south park

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=URz-RYEOaig
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The vast majority of the people directly affected by this voted for it.  Their parents too.
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I'd like to go along with the cultural insanity that the author berates (and the women were in the
forefront, promoting it).

Can't simp for wahmen and can't stop enjoying their salty tears. 

Beautiful ... just beautiful.
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It's cultural suicide.

This sort of depravity preceded every empire's demise.

It's a sickness of the soul.

A SEXUAL DEVIANCY that runs deep.
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Females cheat , abuse , faff around ,act as dead weights within any team/system ... No-one bats an eye.

A male tries to do the same AND EVERYONE STARTS LOSING THEIR MINDS. Ya can't have such problems without
economics going down into the gutter. Only when it goes down does social BS come to have its full fledge effects
on individuals.

If you think that mental illness does not originate from fems barely biologically fit  let alone mentally equipped to be
mothers then you are part of the problem. Any and every dynamic system is highly dependent upon its initial
conditions therefore the initial years are extremely critical ,for higher-order beings such as ourselves, to manage. The
types of matriarchies present in OECD is a straightforward map to pinning the type of diseases and problems that
the respective women have brought into these USA .

Universe 25 ,mouse utopia experiments, clearly illustrated that there was plenty more room in the grid for high
population but they kept cutting off around 70% mark as all the charade kept breaking down by then. The weakest
links were the fems rats as they'd rather kill their children and be perceived as "forever young" ("5ex 5ymbols"
anyone?) rather than putting in the effort since the free male gangs kept praying on killing weaker ones as neither
the alphas nor fems coordinated for survival of their own offspring.
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mouse "utopia" experiments simply proved that if you put enough mice in a big cage, all kinds of shit will
happen. 

You are out of your behaviorist mind, as was Skinner

totally insane. 

Skinner was one of the worst freaks ever to gain any kind of power in the scientific world, a true monster and
unleashed hell on a generation of MK Ultra victims
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why is this even being discussed?   our society is that far gone?   yep
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He's still not a woman. Doesn't have hooters and a vagina without MD help.  
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Give them 5 years, and this will be so.
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Why doesn't a 265lb guy fight a 130lb guy?  Because of the same reason a man doesn't compete in woman's sports...
they don't belong in the same events.
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Get the schlongs out of female sports!  The greedy fvckers....

Women do not want them there -- nor does anyone else with a stable  brain.
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Boys don't want to wrestle teenage girls either... Yet here we are. 
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Obviously, some of them do. The ones who can't win against other guys. Like I said, greedy fvckers.

They need to stay in their lane!
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They don't?  I sure did.  I guess the forum matters.
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When I was younger I wanted to wrestle teenage girls...just not in the ring.
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you should do something about it.

ill pop some popcorn.
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I hear you.  With everything else that's going on watching people argue over pronouns is good entertainment.
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support the trans to win everything. only then the feminists will learn.
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Maybe when entire olympics womens events are made up of trans men they will start to question the woke priesthood.
StrayaCunce
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naw, they will publically cheer and privately cry.
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Or, a really smart guy saying he's trans trying to hook up with lesbians.
jmaloy5365
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The World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) was established 1999 to promote and coordinate the fight against doping in
sport internationally. Time to include chromosome testing. Pretty basic stuff, XX chromosomes are the
chromosomes in females whereas XY chromosomes are the chromosomes in males. 
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They do it in the Olympics very rarely. 
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How about this wack job.. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10520757/Biden-taps-non-binary-drag-queen-look-
nuclear-waste.html
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Literally...  Satan is running America.
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There's more evidence of Satan than God these days. 
bill_bly
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Satan appears with God, he stands on the left hand of God and runs Earth.
Boxer1
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satan was much kinder to men than god ever was.
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((( Satan )))
woebegone
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There are too many sick dudes in this country. What is up with that?

Trannies, cross-dressers, non-binary freaks, f-a-g-s galore, cuck wimps and on and on.

WTH has happened to American men?
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Maybe exposure to all the hormone disrupting chemicals has done some major damage…?
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hasn't helped, that's for sure
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is what .
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It has been said that just before many an empire collapses, "everything goes and nothing matters".  Whatever
becomes of us, my educated guess is that this won't be problem for whomever is left as they cook their rats over an
open barrel fire.

“In America everything goes and nothing matters, while in Europe nothing goes and everything matters.”

— Philip Roth
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the Kardashians is what happened ; )

look what they did to Bruce
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In a word, television.
Fernabulax
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You are so right about that. I call it the electronic propaganda box.

I so often hear people utter a phrase (which they present as their own) that is exactly what newscasters or politicians
are saying on TV.

They did that with Covid too. Just brainless robots repeating what came out of that manipulation box without giving
a single thought to what they were saying.  "Trust the science" ....what does that even fvcking mean?!!
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See:

Industrial Society and Its Future

by Theodore Kaczynski
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Surely they mock us?!
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Don't call me Shirley.  Well, I'm sure some of them wouldn't mind.
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I've known and been friends with several single mothers. They have a tough road. Work hard, try their best. But single
women are not so good at raising men. Boys need a man and a father's love. Girls need a man and a father's love.
Women don't have "manhood" to give out.

Women resent weakness in men especially in their partners. Women will go nuts and turn the children away from their
father. Women these days think they are men by taking on men's roles as both father and mother. Not all women, but
enough data is out there to get an idea. The goal is to destroy the nuclear family, prevent healthy well adjusted adults
from breeding other healthy well adjusted adults. Demoralize women and men and children, hypersexualize under age
children. Women are the unwitting victim of this plan of action that has come down from the thinkeries and the Zevis.

(How is talking to 3rd graders about sexual orientation not pederasty? How is that not pedophilia? How is that not
grooming? How is that not child sexual abuse of a minor? That kind of talk should be strictly off limits from adults to
children in public schools. But what we see is that the schools are full of filthy demoralized scumbags that are all too
eager to teach these courses. If someone told me to teach kids about their sexual orientation I'd sooner punch my boss
in the face for asking me to perpetrate a disgusting act on children as a role model than fall in line. But this is the kind of
adults that are raised up on angry single mothers.)

It used to be the wives that were swapped. Now it's the husbands. The poor men that come from these homes are angry
and whiny, over controlling, lack patience, have no respect for people and think they are gifted and nuanced. It's probably
why there's so many autists since the nuclear family was destroyed and women think they are god's gift to everyone.

I see lots of young women every day and many of them are deeply angry. I see simps, cucks, beta males, slut makers,
sluts, stupid kids, uptight angry people, men who are deeply jealous and insecure. I just watch and listen.

The one grave error is to start a war between transexual men and lesbians. That is the irony. That is the uslessness of our
present misfortune. You'd think selective reproductive success mattered, but in today's world bearing a child is a
patriarchal dominance issue unless you're stealing kids from Haiti or getting chrome's from Willy D over there and break it
off quick for the monay. Last I checked women weren't claiming to be men, ever, from the Butch angle.

While I'm on the subject, what ever happened to the "ladies"? Because I don't see none. What I do see are women who
take up more room than anyone else on stage and act stupid. This is also a problem. It's almost like these girls vibe off
each other in some language that's not Spanish that I "can't" understand. It's more like clown talk and wasting time. What
used to be the twighlight language of a young woman who knows absolutely every last swinging johnson is out there to
destroy that hoochie and takes an active role in protecting her very few lovely eggs has turned into a clown. I'm sure I'm
talking about the low renters and the clones, but, even the viable and half attractive females are putting hands on every
male they see to keep them at bay, keep them interested. But not any ladies. A lady will punch a man in his stomach or
twist his balls half off and forget it.

The factor is that women can smell a beta cuck a mile away and love the control while resenting the weakness of the
man. Beta men make women their god. That's why men want to be women. They have no clue how to adapt to manhood
since they can't genetically escape from mamma over the nurture. I see clowns like this every day.

I mean, having a load dumped into your mamma that made you on a Tuesday isn't special. That's why marriage was
invented. But whatever. It's the same people who have an attitude problem about life that I don't because every day is
amazing for me and I'm not a victim or a identiarian and I don't jump out of bed saying I'm a "Strong Whyt Man" or need
a pep talk. I just go and crush it.

I like being taken advantage of for the fact that I'm both cute and useful. While everyone is losing their shit over
something stupid I enjoy being present. It's called vestigial to them, but what do they know? If they didn't need me they
wouldn't be, like, hey mack... Um we, uh, need you to, uh...
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Many of them don't like women at all.  Look at how every transvestite is made up.  They look worse than circus
clowns. It is a direct middle finger to women.  "This is how we see you".  Too bad most women are too naive and
indoctrinated to fugure this out and support these freaks instead.
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I work with one.  
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This:

Bravo. 
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Look who is pushing this Satanic crap. 
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Or sexual predator.
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Here's the problem: women vote overwhelmingly for democraps who push this madness.

You defend them like fools if you want.

I won't.
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This madness is one of the reasons I no longer identify (or vote) as a Democrat.
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US food additives cause denatured females to be acceptable
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Castro's baastard just found himself a new girlfriend
F em all but 6
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That's the sickest part.  They aren't always homosexuals.  William "Lia" Thomas still has all male genitalia and is
ATTRACTED TO WOMEN according to the other girls on the team.

 

So apparently he's a homosexual woman trapped in a man's body who wants to have vaginal sex using his male genitals
with straight women?? What????
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Trans women = man with daddy issues bc his mother got pregnant by a man who didnt want to father children with her, who
then left after she was found pregnant, causing the boy to look for the love AND validation of his absent father in other
men...aka homosexuality, gay, trans, etc.
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People need to stop using the language of psychotic confusion. 

"Trans woman" is meaningless.

There is no "transgender". There is only mental illness and mutilation.
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They're convincing kids to undergo irreversible medical procedures over this BS.  Don't use language of psychotic
confusion.  Use derogatory language.  The majority are expected to cater to their whims.  Fvck that.
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If I'm fat but identify as slim

Does that mean I am trans slender?
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Nope..just that you need an other mirror.
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Trans-fat maybe.
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 ... good one brunski!!
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Born with penis = man

Born with not a penis = woman 
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Born with both?
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It’s a genetic abnormality. A 46, XY disorder of sex development (DSD) is a condition in which an individual with one X
chromosome and one Y chromosome in each cell , the pattern normally found in males, have genitalia that is not clearly
male or female. 
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Super rare.
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Which works? 
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For reproductive purposes, neither work
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So they can safely GF themselves. 
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.0001% of population or whatever. Tail wags dog?
RedTileRoof

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

What if you're born with a tail?
toady

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

Hermaphrodite. 
zulu127

#

#

39 Reply"

12 hours ago

Sadly this world is based on fakery and irrational lies. Up technically now is down and Fat is now skinny etc. And when I
read 1984 I thought that was completely implausible. Now I’m living it. 
 

If you spend some time with animals and nature, you will find everything is the same as always. That can be a comfort. 
 

Miffed

 

Miffed Microbiologist

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

no nudity in Playboy?? go figure.
kafirjim

#

#

21 Reply"

12 hours ago

Clearly and chromosomes are the absolute science.
In the interest of fairness, why not just have a transgender league? 

G Johnson Team America

#

#

5 1 Reply"

11 hours ago

I agree.
MY_LURKER

#

#

7 Reply"

11 hours ago

In fairness....biological males compete against the same and bio women against their own.

Not complicated in the slightest.

No_Pretzel_Logic

#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

Because troons are disgusting.  
El Vaquero

#

#

3 Reply"

10 hours ago

Because the gender is a social construct means different outcomes are discrimination. If you say trans are not
women.....you are saying there IS difference and hence can be different outcomes (esp. pay).

Now you know.

And stop simping, women vote for this madness. Give it to them. 

McStain

#

#

3 Reply"

5 hours ago

We can have equal pay for equal work without allowing “Lia” to compete against women.
gloe

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

we already have that.....they are complaining about OUTCOMES. So if women do not make as much as men in
say....sports, anything...the default claim is OBVIOUS discrimination.

You don't know what or why this issue is happening.....do some homework. And watch the trans destroy feminism!!

McStain

#

#

Reply"

9 hours ago

because there are not enough of them
William Poole

#

#

3 Reply"

8 hours ago

Cause nobody would watch it.
Socratic Dog

#

#

12 Reply"

10 hours ago

At an appointment with a doctor I had been seeing for years, I was recently asked for the first time what my gender is.  The
kicker?  It was a urologist’s office.

FinsterF

#

#

6 Reply"

9 hours ago

I've become rude when faced with cultural warfare. I say "I'm obviously a man. Are you blind?"
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

2 Reply"

7 hours ago

Did you tell them on Mondays you felt unsure but Tuesdays were better ?
Sandmann

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

Can you be sure? Are you a biologist?
F em all but 6

#

#

39 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

Hats off to the gal from Texas that got third. She looks like she wants to kick the trans  in her nuts 
SmilinJoeFizzion

#

#

12 Reply"

11 hours ago

+1000. She just had an NCAA title denied. She looked appropriately pissed.
Casey Stengel

#

#

6 Reply"

11 hours ago

YES, the look,

priceless,,,

Sutch-Is-Life

#

#

5 Reply"

9 hours ago

Two things:

1. Until I noticed the trophy I thought the “gal from Texas” was the trans dude

2. not denied a title if she finished third since she would have been runner up to the weirdo in the middle

p.s. the picture is both hilarious and terrifying to me

William Poole

#

#

7 Reply"

4 hours ago

Also, let's be reminded that "Lia" has not had any surgery, still has the twig and berries, and in fact has a girlfriend. Just
took drugs to get his hormone level below require. 

Waldorf

#

#

38 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Used to live downtown hamilton Ontario in a rat hole apartment, it was cheap rent 

There was only street parking,  and on the weekend if you moved your car , you were unlikely to find a spot when you came back 

One year the girlfriend wanted to go to some festival,  so to save my parking spot we took the bus 

On the way back the bus was full , standing room only , we hit the stop after we got on , and i saw this guy getting on , and i
prayed , man PLEASE don't stand anywhere near me , it didn't work and i ended up shoulder to shoulder with a 6 foot man in a
blue sundress with heavy stubble and a blonde wig , he smelled like microwaved piss 

Yeah these people are 100% crazy and gross

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

24 Reply"

12 hours ago

Why I live in the country. For some reason they just don’t come here. 

 

Miffed

 

Miffed Microbiologist

#

#

15 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

I don't live downtown anymore,  i used to have to walk up an alley from where i parked to get to my building 

Up the back stairs past the garbage chute , my window directly overlooked the chute 

One day while climbing the steps i saw something outta the corner of my eye 

Looked and spotted one hobo sodomizing another hobo behind the garbage bins 

When i got upstairs i dumped cat litter on  them from above 

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

10 Reply"

11 hours ago

Thanks for sharing, uuuuughhhhh
Snidely

#

#

11 1 Reply"

11 hours ago

It was traumatic,  i had to relive it while typing it out 

 

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

7

8 hours ago (Edited)

I worked for the Post office in the '80s.  With no seniority, I had to work Sundays and part of that duty was
accepting Express mail from locals.  My most regular customer was an ex airline pilot who successfully sued for
wrongful termination ( he was national news at the time). I'm not sure what his deal was. He always showed-up
wearing a see-through night gown, implants, a 5 O'clock shadow and smoking a huge cigar. This went on for
years.  Can't say I was traumatized, only that I was happy they hired someone with even less seniority,

I would be more specific about the details except he had a daughter my age who was straight and hot and a little
embarrased over the whole deal.

brunski60

#

#

11 Reply"

12 hours ago

And you can't un-see something like that!
headless blogger

#

#

6 Reply"

11 hours ago

The smell, though. Can you imagine?
Orly

#

#

7 1

11 hours ago

I couldn't open that window in the summer,  it was horrendous

One night we went out bar hopping , i bragged to the girlfriend that i wasn't really that drunk,  i was standing on
one leg , and doing little twirls all the way home to demonstrate my sobriety 

When we got home i started feeling sorta queeezy 

So i popped open the other window that looked out on a sorta inner courtyard with a sidewalk,  while she was in
the bathroom and threw up outta the window , hitting someone sitting on a bench below 

Few minutes later i heard a knock on the door , i hid and told the girlfriend to blame it on the apartment above us 

They had it coming anyway,  they made an inexplicable noise , like clockwork every morning at exactly 3:15 -
3:30  i called them the elephant piano movers , i have no idea what was going on up there

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

2 Reply"

4 hours ago

Not enough children for them to prey upon. Further, most of the parents are armed.
Fluff The Cat

#

#

6 Reply"

10 hours ago

I know that guy
Sutch-Is-Life

#

#

3 1 Reply"

10 hours ago

Guy fawkes
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

32 Reply"

12 hours ago

Kipling said all sorts of horrible things would happen after women were allowed to vote.

And he was right.

BGen. Jack Ripper

#

#

11 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

Thoughts on Female Suffrage, which are in alignment with the unchanging laws of mother nature, natural law, universal law.

By Madeline Dahlgren, 1871

http://sceti.library.upenn.edu/sceti/printedbooksNew/index.cfm?TextID=19950_O_16&PagePosition=1

We acknowledge no inferiority to men. We claim to have no less ability to perform the duty God has imposed upon us, than
they have to perform those imposed upon them. We believe that God has wisely and well adapted each sex to the proper
performance of the duties of each. We believe our trusts to be as important and sacred as any that exist. We feel that our
present duties fill up the whole measure of our time and abilities, and they are such as none but us can perform. Their
importance requires us to protest against all efforts to compel us to assume those obligations which cannot be separated
from suffrage; but which cannot be performed by us, without the sacrifice of the highest interests of our families and society.
It is our fathers, brothers, husbands and sons who represent us at the ballot-box. Our fathers and husbands love us. Our
husbands are our choice, and one with us. Our sons are what we make them. We are content that they represent us in the
corn-field, the battle-field and the ballot-box, and we them in the school-room, at the fireside, at the cradle, and at believing
our representation, even at the ballot-box, to be thus more full and impartial than it could possibly be were all women
allowed to vote. We do therefore respectfully protest against any legislation to establish women suffrage in our land or in any
part of it.

We hold that the new status will prove to be the worst kind of communism.

pro·le·tar·i·at

#

#

5 Reply"

10 hours ago

Those women who wrote this do not exist anymore.
McStain

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago

Different arts of sophistry that reinterpret the same sacred scriptures produce different religious sects anchored to the
same scriptures. I figure that the art of natural law is sophistry not applied to canonical or standardized scriptures, but to
ethical constructs discerned from the abstract induction of moral rules, which are nothing but sanctified personal taste.

davidebaldini

#

#

30 Reply"

12 hours ago

I'd like to believe that 99% of us at ZH have known that from the get-go. It's insanity alright.
Gringo Viejo

#

#

20 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

The DSM (Diagnostic & Statistical Manual) previously (90’s) listed it as mental disorder. 
In the WOKE world they’re trying to normalize pedophilia.
It’s pure evil and insanity combined. 

G Johnson Team America

#

#

8 Reply"

11 hours ago

It is all according to plan in the intended destabilization of America, which has been ongoing for decades.

Divide and conquer the population on so many levels that they eventually only feel comfortable talking about the weather
with each other.

Almost there.....

No_Pretzel_Logic

#

#

8 Reply"

11 hours ago

I agree. This  whole “choose your gender or pronouns” stuff they now target young kids with is absolutely designed to
damage their sense of self and identity beyond repair. It is absolutely sick. It is being done in a very calculated way to
weaken and confuse the next generation into malleable slaves who can’t even think.

winterleaf

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

100%.

Now, how do we convince the weak-minded in America that that is what's going on?

No_Pretzel_Logic

#

#

1 hour ago

You can't because The ILLuminati own all the most powerful media ( radio/TV/publishers/computer ) Mind-
Kontrol technologies in the Westernworld .

FolloDaMoney

..." how do we convince the weak-minded "...

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

Exactamundo!
Time4Action

#

#

1 Reply"

5 hours ago

That manual made Pharma even richer with each and every batty supposed disorders.  Pre-school children were being
diagnosed with Bi-Polar Disorder and put on drugs for it.  Absolutely criminal. 

YouJustCouldnt

#

#

27 Reply"

12 hours ago

Widely accepted perversions are a common feature at the end of an Empire.
Middle-Child-of-History

#

#

4 Reply"

5 hours ago

Sir John Glubb in his excellent essay "The Fate Of Empires" explains that empires fall into decadence due to too long a
period of wealth and power, selfishness and the lust for money, the loss of a sense of duty combined with the growth of
materialism, pessimism and the influx of foreign elements overwhelming the state. All these can be seen today in the West.

 

ukipboy

#

#

1 hour agoTime4Action



Reply"

Further investigation of history just might reveal that these perversions are also common before expulsions. 
Time4Action

#

#

26 Reply"

11 hours ago

"If women want to save their sports, they are going to have to admit that the feminists were wrong and that men are
physically superior. And, this is probably one of the primary reasons why very few women in sports have spoken up. They have
been conditioned for so long to notions of equity, they can’t handle the truth of biological reality."

Exactly this. Nothing is ever going to change unless women grow a pair.

petulant elixir
#

#

14 1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Ironic isn't it?
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

2 Reply"

10 hours ago

Yes, and also entirely predictable.
zamizdat

#

#

2 Reply"

7 hours ago

That and a morbid fear of being "cancelled".
brunski60

#

#
Reply"

1 hour ago (Edited)

All the admission any GODLY entity would ever need is written right there in The Book.

 

The Book of World Records. 

QED. 

Time4Action

"...admit that the feminists were wrong and that men are physically superior."

#

#

25 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

I enjoyed watching the recent phone video clip of a woman attending one of these swim competitions from the bleachers, where
the idiot boy in question once again won.

This woman was openly complaining her discontent and stated audibly  “that’s not a woman, this is so wrong” etcetera and was
then immediately challenged by some other sympathetic woke idiot sitting near to her. So this other woke boy says to the woman
complaining, “let me ask you a question, are you a biologist?”

The lady’s reply was instant, spontaneous, “oh, come on! ..

“I am not a vet either, but I know what a dog is when I see it!”

Classic ..

 

Giant Meteor

#

#

21 Reply"

12 hours ago

If you have to write a multi page article to prove a dude is a dude, you lost already.  Was it born with a cock?  If yes, then it's a
dude.

affirmed_78

#

#

22 1 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

When you study Roman history you read about the decadence and depravity 2,000 years ago before Rome fell.

After WW3 people will talk about the mythical gods of the American empire that were so depraved and powerful they turned men
into women.  Along with the rest of the bizarre stuff going on right now.

Also, don't forget that the Roman empire turned into the Christian western empire that lasted until around 2023.  Nearly
2,000 years of Christian rule before the empire reverted back to ancient Roman depravity.

Portal

#

#

5 Reply"

12 hours ago

cycles
Horizon_of_Last_Scattering

#

#

23 Reply"

12 hours ago

The one thing Covid did do is to expose the hypocrisy of the Christian Church. Most kowtowed to the government. 
 

Miffed

 

Miffed Microbiologist

#

#

7 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Organized religion has been captured by Satan through the Catholic Church from the beginning
shemite

#

#

1 Reply"

8 hours ago

So, are you saying that 81 million Cardinals didn't vote for the last Pope?
brunski60

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Would be interesting to know what specific threats the churches were given by Fed Gov. 

Medical people, business owners, Fortune 500 companies, etc.....all got serious heat from DC if they did not comply.

No_Pretzel_Logic

#

#

Reply"

4 hours ago

$$$
48norton

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

They were threatened with fire. 

#churchburnings 

Time4Action

#

#

8 Reply"

11 hours ago

Not the Eastern Orthodox Church down the road from me. 

Stand-up people.

I respect that. 

Untermenchen

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

Very believable since Christianity is kaput .

 

FolloDaMoney

" Nearly 2,000 years of Christian rule before the empire reverted back to ancient Roman depravity."

 

#

#

19 1 Reply"

9 hours ago (Edited)

When the wife was pregnant and we went to the hospital for the ultrasound, they had posters up that read 

" not all women have vaginas  , not all men have penises "

How can i trust a " doctor" who condones the hanging of a poster that denies basic biology ?

I'm a high-school dropout landscaper/farm laborer and i can tell the difference 

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

6 Reply"

8 hours ago

How many of those non-vagina women were pregnant? 
Itchy and Scratchy

#

#

9 Reply"

8 hours ago

Dammit, how am I supposed to breed livestock without knowing which is which...
Hermit in a Cave

#

#

2 1 Reply"

8 hours ago

You're in  Spain if my memory is correct , my memory is usually excellent but i am thoroughly drunk 
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

3 Reply"

7 hours ago

lol
RedTileRoof

#

#

1 Reply"

6 hours ago

That had to have been creepy!  Maybe next time go to a country where they know the difference. I have heard Mexico and
some S. A countries are pleasant experiences.

But - it occurs to me that this is a corporate medical thing.  Doctors    u s e d   to have practices and clinics, but (sadly, in
many if not most countries now) are employees - and get pushed around at the whims of hospital administrators - who used
to be doctors.

Baron Samedi

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago (Edited)

 

You can't.

And if you can't trust the 'experts' or the 'authorities' who credential them, then heads need to roll.

 

edit: I placed the words experts and authorities in single quotations in order to express my disgust at their low standards
and pretensions.

Be your own expert.

Time4Action

How can i trust a " doctor" who condones the hanging of a poster that denies basic biology ?

#

#

19 Reply"

11 hours ago

Just look at the size of the DUDE!

HE is HUGE compared to the girls.

 

I'm sure they think he is an A$$0LE. 

dojufitz

#

#

7 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

its an optical illusion cuz the girls have tiny dicks.

remember size doesn't matter.

Kprime

HE is HUGE compared to the girls.

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

He’s well over six feet tall, and has the upper body development of a seasoned male swimmer.  Because that’s what he is.
gloe

#

#

19 Reply"

12 hours ago

Who said it wasn't insanity?

It's obviously insane... but, with the demonrats running the narrative, is it really that hard to deal with?

Insanity is the new normal.

Get used to it.

The pendulum is about to swing in the other direction. 

toady

#

#

14 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

Wake me up when it swings right at the tribe that owns the D rats.  That are destroying America and pushing very hard for
WW3.

WhiteCulture

#

#

7 Reply"

11 hours ago

not sure the pendulum will swing at all now.  I think its ALL broken.
Horizon_of_Last_Scattering

#

#

7 Reply"

11 hours ago

We're either going to be completely humiliated on the global stage, or bellies are going to start rumbling.  You'll see the
pendulum swing then.  We've been more comfortable than royalty was 300 years ago.  Our level of comfort must, and will,
go down before people get it.

El Vaquero

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

Probably so only because of the normal status quo mentality about the importance of maintaining and improving the
standard-of-living .

{{{   The   PRIMAL   DIRECTIVE   }}}

cancels the necessity for the endless cycles of cataclysmic slaughters of humanity .

 

FolloDaMoney

" Our level of comfort must, and will, go down before people get it."

#

#

5 Reply"

10 hours ago

And WOMEN vote overwhelmingly democrap.
McStain

#

#

19 Reply"

6 hours ago

The basic building block of society is the family.  Both the NWO and communism (are they different?) must destroy the family
because it is THE obstacle in the way.    

LaurelMaryCecilia

#

#

1 Reply"

5 hours ago

Exactly.
JMRPete

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

Bingo!  A man and woman wed for life, raising their own kids, provided they can secure a livelihood like enough arable land,
doesn't need ANYTHING from government except a little bit of law enforcement and a roadway or two. 

They are self-reliant and when the government apparatchik comes along they can say, "No thank you, now please leave." 

Excellent comment!

Hypatia

#

#

16 Reply"

12 hours ago

Kindergarten Cop should be required viewing for all school grade levels.

 

SANCTIONED

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

Agreed 
G Johnson Team America

#

#

16 Reply"

9 hours ago

When I look in a mirror, there is NO question in my mind that I am a man.

The bad part is that I am old and avert my eyes to bury the truth that my death now is quite near and I am fighting THAT scientific
fact.   THERE'S no gettin' outta here alive.

So, Trannys, bear down on the fact that ultimately it will no longer matter whether you identify as something else, but it WILL
finally settle down into:   "Why the hell did I waste SO MANY YEARS arguing with others about ME?"

ACCEPT WHO YOU ARE QUIETLY, please.

Fed-up with being Sick and Tired

#

#

3 1 Reply"

9 hours ago

Best comment
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

16 Reply"

12 hours ago

The kunts that encouraged this are real problem.
Snidely

#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

🇮🇱✡💩💩✡🇮🇱💩✡

Reel Red Snapper

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

Mask wearing Karen who’s also Boosted. 
The problem will resolve itself sooner than later. 

G Johnson Team America

#

#

9 Reply"

12 hours ago

Mandate ended monday, most wearing masks even outdoors, some pulled down off their noses, f.u.c.king brain dead
morons. Working on a shack in the bush, and becoming a hermit.

Snidely

#

#

8 Reply"

PREMIUM 10 hours ago

My hermit life finally begins next month.  Screw everybody, I'm out of here.  In will be almost a hundred miles to the
nearest Walmart.  If I can even hear your car, I'm going to start shooting.

CNONC

#

#

3 Reply"

9 hours ago

I tell myself to giggle and forget them but I really just seethe.
William Poole

#

#

2 Reply"

8 hours ago

It's hard to see everything happening without seething.  That's probably part of the plan.
brunski60

#

#

15 1 Reply"

6 hours ago

Trans “women” are actually mentally ill men.

FIFY

Kozakman

#

#

2 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited)

They are, and encouraging this mess is horrible.  My believe is homosexuality is simply wrong and a sin. This trans stuff is a
mental illness as described in the article and what a shame society is pushing and grooming this.

I never believed the slippery slope stuff talked about years ago, but we have quickly moved from behavior to a mental illness
as normal.  I can now see next up is paedophile pushed as simply "who they are" and if a 13 year old kid can get an
abortion or change genders without parents consent, then they will be allowed to "consent" to this too.  And even worse is
that we will actually have some evil parents consenting and encouraging it.

Waldorf

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

Lia was a guy who dated women 

now he says he’s a woman who dated women 

a woman with a penis who dates women 

 

phillyla

#

#

11 hours ago

actually, brandon... lol... makes a good point. we're approaching this the wrong way. instead of running from this freak show, we
should all, and I do mean... all of us.... embrace the insanity and declare ourselves transsexuals tomorrow.

PootiePoot



15 Reply"

the ensuing pandemonium would not only be epic, it would break wokeism.

been doing this for a while with an high school friend and her woke adult kids. as per usual... she's an ex-hippie turned into
casual fascist, vaxx addict, the works. she made a lazy remark about me dating women my age. then i declared myself a 16-year
old lesbian girl. haven't heard a word since.

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

If it turned her on, you'd have a "thing" to deal with. 
Ms.Creant

#

#

Reply"

4 hours ago

Great idea!
gloe

#

#

16 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

does a transgender bear shit in the woods?

not anymore, it has a dedicated bathroom, at Target.

Kprime

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Dunno why the bathroom, unless that's where it killed itself.
El Vaquero

#

#

15 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

The internet has given the weak minded a larger influence.
MoonWatcher

#

#

15 Reply"

12 hours ago

The insane left doesn't even believe the stupidity they espouse.  It is simply a tactic to create chaos, sow division, and cause
destruction. That's what they want.

Utopia Planitia

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 5 hours ago

It’s just post modernism. It’s a way to just make up

anything and everything as they please

Catullus

#

#

17 Reply"

12 hours ago

But once you accept this, you're more than ready to accept all the other retarded ideals of the left. 
Budnacho

#

#

11 Reply"

12 hours ago

slippery slope.  it's real.
Horizon_of_Last_Scattering

#

#

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

Ideological subversion and the Overton window
MY_LURKER

#

#

14 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

Woman of the Year and Never Had a Period! And Beat all you all B!tches!

Dave Chappelle

SilverRoofer

#

#

12 Reply"

4 hours ago

Oh please stop trying to find a way to soft peddle this demon parasite infestation and lie called "transgender/transgenerism".. NO
SUCH FREAKING THING.. There never was and never will be any such garbage. Screw all those scum bag idiots who coddle
them, support them, cheer them on in their quest and attempt to defy natural biology.  And screw them for trying to shove this
down our throats.  This is total and complete horseshhhiiittt!   Let's be clear about mental illness.. I'm not saying that any harm
should come to someone who has a mental illness, but rather they need help.. Helping them perpetuate their delusion by forcing
society to accept their delusion/their disconnect from reality is NOT HELPING THEM...IT'S DESTRUCTIVE TO EVERYONE!  Screw
all of those people who are engaged in that! 

OrangeCircles100

#

#

5 Reply"

4 hours ago

Thank You! Its encouraging to know there are still a few people with common sense left in this failing nation.
Guy Fawkes

#

#

13 Reply"

5 hours ago

Odd that no one is asking,  "What is a man ? "

Because we all know; they're just trying to redefine what is a woman so that gender-confused men can gain acceptance. 

Surely, this has to be one of the main hallmarks of a very sick society.

Felix da Kat

#

#

3 1 Reply"

4 hours ago

There’s a woman at work that acts like a man, but most call her a slob.  Especially other women that share the Ladies Room
with her.

TrippyCat

#

#

11 Reply"

11 hours ago

If you draw a Venn diagram, transgenderism is the intersection of racism, political correctness, and gender politics. It borrows the
most poisonous characteristics from all 3 issues.

Many years ago when homosexuality was becoming normalized, some believed that trans issues would become the next big
cultural battle. Many scoffed and said that it was impossible. Now here we are. It's all but normalized. So what's next?

Musum

#

#

17 2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Legalized pedophilia.
Globalist Overlord

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

That sure seems to be what they are hoping to achieve. I just don't get it, myself.
Orly

#

#

2 Reply"

5 hours ago

You’ll start seeing pedo’s murdered by parents if they legalize pedophilia. I don’t see that ending well… 
FiscalBatman

#

#

1 Reply"

10 hours ago

Then zoophilia.
AKrandy

#

#

12 Reply"

4 hours ago

Look at the picture in the article.....

Do you think Thomas has that jacket drapped over itself because it's cold.... or to hide the extreme physical difference from the
two other real females on the podium?

Everything is done for a reason.... and that jacket hiding those male shoulders and arms is not an accident.

Imxploring

#

#

4 Reply"

4 hours ago

Absolutely right.  He has the upper body of a seasoned male swimmer.  Which is what he is.
gloe

#

#

2 Reply"

4 hours ago

All part of the manipulate and agenda! Those pushing this madness didn't want a picture taken alongside the female
competitors that CLEARLY shows the issue with a male competing in a female competition.

Imxploring

#

#

2 Reply"

4 hours ago

I had the same idea...the jacket draped over the shoulders.  Goodness, they think we're stupid.

Wonder if Thomas really just hates women and wants to crush them.  Wonder if he was spurned by a really beautiful female
swimmer, once upon a time.

Hypatia

#

#

1 Reply"

4 hours ago

Thomas knows just how mentally ill he is.... it will be interesting to see where he is in 5 or 10 years. 

The jacket is just a sign of the efforts by him, or his handlers, in trying to mask the obvious from the rest of us!

Imxploring

#

#

11 Reply"

5 hours ago

This all comes down to the acceptance of mental illness.

These folks can "identify" or pretend to be anything they want. The real issue is that the rest of society should not be forced to
play along with these delusions.

Imxploring

#

#

1 Reply"

4 hours ago

Please report to Umerziehungslager Neun Eins Eins.
TrippyCat

#

#

11 Reply"

PREMIUM 5 hours ago (Edited)

I have scanned the comments, and not seen anyone touch on this. Who wants to corrupt anything and everything that God
created?

Call the demiurge what you choose, Satan, Lucifer, Baal, or Moloch, but we are in spiritual warfare, as much as we are in
economic warfare. 

Satanist's want do one thing above all else, and that is to mock God, and the 10 Commandments. 

If you have zero faith in God, and zero morales to guide your behavior, you are going to be much easier to push around. 

And for the record, I do not go to church, but I do read my Bible, and I do believe in God, and that his Son is Jesus Christ.   

The Ordinal Numbers

#

#

1 1 Reply"

4 hours ago

AMEN AMEN AMEN! This is absolutely part of satan's game. Those people like bruce jenner, lia thomas and the entire
community of lgbt12+ are ALL INFESTED WITH A DEMON PARASITE.. This is part of the planned destruction by satan...
Buy hey The Ordinal Numbers... I can assure we are blowing this message into the wind.. cause so many people have
bought into this whole despicable and vile filth of lgbtq2+.. and many others are too afraid to come out and state the truth
about it!   Well no worries..cause here's the deal... shortly.. GOD will be clarifying things for those who refuse to
acknowledge GOD's words.. Danial's week 69 will end and they can all enjoy Danials final week 70.  

For those who have no idea what I'm referring to.. well go grab yourselves a Bible and Read all about what is coming in that
very special week in final Book/Final Chapter of Revelation... I would highly recommend that you take it VERY LITTERALLY..
in every sense!  

OrangeCircles100

#

#

10 Reply"

7 hours ago

Every article has a best part.

Chief Brandonomic Advisor

Much of what the political left does involves making their problems into your problems,

#

#

11 Reply"

8 hours ago

Why is there even a debate about this issue?  Seriously, it is a mental problem rooted in deep depression.
Auntie Vaxina

#

#

11 Reply"

11 hours ago

They should be embarrassed to even stand there and take a medal.

Reminds me of Nadal's fake win in Australia.  At least he was playing against all men but Djokovic.

Gone

#

#

1 Reply"

8 hours ago

Nothing embarrasses sociopaths and textbook narcissists.
brunski60

#

#

10 Reply"

5 hours ago

whoever allows this Dude to compete with real women should be fired.  end of story.  Also this dude should be ashamed of itself
for evening thinking he should be allowed in the water with these women....insanity.

robbwadd12

#

#

3 Reply"

5 hours ago

It's just playing into the delusions these people have.
Imxploring

#

#

Reply"

4 hours ago

They cannot be fired… they are the bosses.  Silly wabbit… Trix are for kids!
TrippyCat

#

#

9 Reply"

6 hours ago

...... another bottle finished , another pack of cigarettes too , yet another wasted night , i feel a certain sense of hollow satisfaction

.

Turn off the neon open sign ,stagger across the yard to the house , the moonlight used to be my only guide , but encroaching
urban sprawl provides one silver lining, the lights from all the new homes semi illuminate my yard  

In the garage there is a lonely orange couch , that is my destination,  where i sleep  after a night of drinking 

 the swetest repose is a drunken repose , free from dreams , and nightmares.... almost death...... the closest thing to real freedom 

If i was a good husband i wouldn't drink so much...

But if she was a good wife i wouldn't have too

 

 

 

 

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

4 Reply"

6 hours ago

If she was a good wife she would call it happy juice. 
SubZero13

#

#

10 Reply"

8 hours ago (Edited)

Venus and Serena williams  claimed that they could beat any male player ranked outside the world's top 200, so Kartsten
Braasch, then ranked 203rd, challenged them both. Braasch was described by one journalist as "a man whose training regime
centered around a pack of cigarettes and more than a couple of bottles of ice cold lagers" The matches took place on court
number 12 in Melbourne park after Braasch had finished a round of golf and two shandies. He first took on Serena and after
leading 5–0, beat her 6–1. Venus then walked on court and again Braasch was victorious, this time winning 6–2. Braasch said
afterwards, "500 and above, no chance". He added that he had played like someone ranked 600th in order to keep the game
"fun"

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

9 Reply"

8 hours ago

Twins Bruce and Brian Reimer were born in Canada as two perfectly normal boys. But after seven months, both were having
difficulty urinating.

Acting on advice, the parents, Janet and Ron, took the boys to the hospital for a circumcision.

The next morning, they received a devastating phone call - Bruce had been involved in an accident.

Doctors had used a cauterizing needle instead of a blade, and the electrical equipment had malfunctioned and the surge in
current had completely burned off Bruce's penis.

"I could not comprehend what he was talking about," Janet Reimer remembered.

"I thought they were going to use a knife. I didn't know there was electricity involved."

Brian's operation was cancelled, and the Reimers took their twins home.

Bruce was later renamed janet on the advice of a doctor who claimed he could live a happier life as a woman than a man without
a penis 

He never fit in with other girls and his parents eventually told him the truth 

He immediately decided to live as a man , calling himself david 

His brother who had been taken to the same doctor as part of his case study later died of a drug overdose,  and David later 
committed suicide 

The lesson here?

Doctors are evil , and gender is immutable 

 

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

9 Reply"

9 hours ago

Just 37 of the more than 1,600 international chess grandmasters are women. The current top-rated female, hou yifan, is ranked
89th in the world, while the reigning women's world champion Ju Wenjun is 404th. Why?

Its not just a physical difference  , that's why

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

8 Reply"

4 hours ago

Here's an issue we should lead on and start demanding "Justice for Emma".  (Emma is the lovely young WOMAN who actually
won first place at the NCAA National 500 Freestyle championship but unjustly lost her Title to a heartless, con artist man of
a swindler...I mean swimmer) 

Let's Demand Justice for Emma!

Dominion-G8

#

#

8 Reply"

4 hours ago

Even Satan must be bored with so many doing his job for him. 
deep-state-retired

#

#

8 Reply"

5 hours ago

 if you are honest you have to admit 

The left is not honest and they do not have to admit anything.

SWRichmond

#

#

8 Reply"

6 hours ago

The USA is the test country for all filth and depravation. 
Lyman54

#

#

3 Reply"

6 hours ago

Make that Commiefornia.
JMRPete

#

#

8 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited)

The key word here is pretend

Lost of things in this declining culture have turned out to be pretenses, like wokism, political correctness, "rules based systems",
virtue signalling, exceptionalism

To transition into proper culture, these ideologies have to be first thoroughly defeated and discredited.

The Bidet Administration Goes Haywire

#

#

8 Reply"

7 hours ago

There are also significant RACIAL differences in physical performance 

There should be different categories along these lines as well if sports are to be truly fair 

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

2 Reply"

6 hours ago

Absolutely, just look at Klingons and Ferengis
Snidely

#

#

3 Reply"

6 hours ago

If you don't eat enough Fibre you'll encounter a few fierce klingons every morning,  shortly after finishing your coffee 
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

5 Reply"

6 hours ago

My cat gets them often, then drags her ass all over the floor, then again maybe she's just an artist.
Snidely

#

#

6 Reply"

6 hours ago

Pick-asso
Pizza the Hutt

#

#



1 Reply"

5 hours ago

klingons tend to congregate around uranus
acacko

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

It already happens, to an extent. the Olympics (the last time I could bear watching) looks like a best-of-breeds dogshow. The
medallers often look like they came from the same village. When you're sifting for specialist physical performance at that
level, you're basically sifting for optimum gene combinations.

That's my theory, anyway!

JMRPete
#

#

8 Reply"

9 hours ago (Edited)

Six foot two man with a big c#ck annihilating women at swim meets. Yup, sounds about right for Amerika in 2022. Hear Joe Xiden
and Psaki will be inviting him to the White House....

boyplunger7777

#

#

8 7 Reply"

10 hours ago

A bit off topic here, but I would like to point out that russia recently passed legislation banning grooming of kids in schools.  Putin
was of course demonized for this as a racist homophobe.

Mister E

The anti-grooming bill was designed to protect young children from sexual indoctrination, and leftists are
furious about it.

#

#

4 1 Reply"

9 hours ago

The vaxx you were " compelled " to take will make yer pecker shrivel up like a neglected houseplant and fall off  
Kenny Rogers

#

#

5 Reply"

9 hours ago

downvoters cant work out if they love drag queen story time or hate putin more. when they have kids they might get it 
tokio

#

#

8 Reply"

11 hours ago

If women want to save their sports, they are going to have to admit that the feminists were wrong and that men are
physically superior.  (This is hilarious)

The other reason is that if they do speak up they face the prospect of becoming social pariahs and being ostracize. (This
is what makes them Women)

amerika V.3

#

#

8 Reply"

12 hours ago

you put your right ball in

you pull your left ball out

you put your ding-a-ling in and you shake it all about

you do the hokie pokie and you turn your self around

that's what it's all a bout.

Kprime

#

#

8 Reply"

12 hours ago

There are no chicks with d!cks

Only dudes with t!ts

desertdog

#

#

7 Reply"

1 hour ago

In the good old days, Mr. Thomas would have had his ass kicked by now, by of those girls brothers.

It goes to show just how priveleged these morons are that they walk around without fear that their fuckery might be punished.

Neo

#

#

7 Reply"

2 hours ago

.4% of the population?  Maybe in liberal run hell holes, maybe if you include the LARPers but I doubt.

I doubt that % is anywhere even .004 in places where people have to fight to survive 

LawOfBass

#

#

7 Reply"

3 hours ago

"By Design, political correctness is the imposition of mandatory mass mental illness."

So, what's the motivation behind that?

CONTROL

Because as Voltaire said:

"Those who can make you believe absurdities, can make you commit atrocities (to yourself or others)."

Think about it...

From the entire Green Movement originated by the Club of Rome as a psychological warfare weapon and a vehicle for social
engineering, control and wealth transfer... To the "Trans" movement where we can manipulate children into not only believing
"absurdities" like men can be women, but convince young children and even adults into committing  "atrocities" on their own
bodies...

Vino Veritas

#

#

7 1 Reply"

4 hours ago

There have always been the sick and perverted freaks', what's changed is we've allowed them to crawl out of the sewer and take
a normal place in society. When we stop giving these "men" the center stage and pretending this is normal behaviour they'll go
back into hiding where they belong!

Guy Fawkes

#

#

5 Reply"

4 hours ago

"We" didn't allow anything. It was forced upon us by the usual suspects. As was every other depraved behavior they have
tried to normalize. Crap like this wouldn't get off the starting blocks unless they were in complete power and control of
America. The George Floyd saga would have been a local story in the state in happened. They decided it had to go global
and make him a saint and make W.hite.y look like the devil.

YouJustCouldnt

#

#

7 1 Reply"

5 hours ago

This kind of trans nonsense didn’t happen when men lead the world. Yes, women in leadership have brought compassion in some
areas, but they’ve also brought putting feelings ahead of logic. The world now runs from emotional crisis to emotional crisis every
28 days.

David Q Little

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

It's vile and putrid demonic parasite infestation... Let's all stop trying to dance around it with soft peddling words and call
this vomit what it is. There is no such thing as transgender/transgenerism.. never was/never will be.  This is a LIE!  this
includes all lgbtq2+  ALL OF IT IS A FILTHY DEMONIC PARASITE INFESTATION. 

OrangeCircles100

#

#

7 Reply"

5 hours ago

Can't help but think that endocrine disruptors (estrogen) in the water supply is helping. Let's not pretend that Satan's kids-who
are running things, aren't doing this intentionally. Gender liberation is a big part of their religion. 

Nuk Soo Kow

#

#

7 Reply"

6 hours ago (Edited)

Imagine, I were athletic and 18 years old, and wanted to compete with 5-year-olds who I know are athletically inferior. What does
that make me? You name it.

What will happen eventually - if this farce continues - is that the greatest 'female' athletes will all be transgender. Mission
accomplished. We have thus shown again that men are superior athletes. Now what?

HelloSpencer

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

"What does that make me?"

Assuming you are a male and the 5 years olds are female then you are a transwoman.

market_traitor

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

It makes you a bully and possibly a sociopath.
gloe

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

You are transaged 

There was a crazy story a couple years ago about a 50 something guy who identified as a 9 year old girl 

and not from the Onion 

let’s go the other way what if I am 30 but identify as 65 can I collect Medicare and Social security now? 
 

phillyla

#

#

7 Reply"

6 hours ago

No woman has ever run a 4 minute mile.

If one does then I will expect they have a dick tucked away there somewhere.

market_traitor

#

#

7 Reply"

9 hours ago

No, it's a mental problem made political.

wimvincken

... if you are honest you have to admit that transgenderism today is a political issue, not a
scientific issue.

#

#

7 Reply"

9 hours ago

so here's the deal.

i "identify" as  superior white male.

my preferred pronoun is "massah."

i demand to be addressed by my preferrred pronoun.

~would "massah" like a backrub?

~how is "massah" feeling?

~"massah" says we shouldn't loot pharmacies.

not-me---it-was-the-dog

#

#

7 Reply"

10 hours ago

Perversion of natural law. Bigger picture separation of man from God with man wanting to write his own rules. Trust me, it ends
badly....

boyplunger7777

#

#

7 Reply"

10 hours ago

Here's the deal, they know this goes against common sense.

The reason behind it is simple: depopulation. 

Death2Fiat

#

#

Reply"

8 hours ago

They seem to be throwing everything at the wall to see what sticks.
brunski60

#

#

7 Reply"

10 hours ago

Women vote left overwhelmingly and for this madness, and you simps want to defend them?

STOP SIMPING.

McStain

#

#

4 Reply"

10 hours ago

Thats an overly simplistic view
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

3 1 Reply"

10 hours ago

And VERY VERY accurate, why don't you loo up the voting stats.

OVERWHELMINGLY DEMCORAP.

Seems like virtue signaling ain't so fun after all....and women voting to destroy men ain't "simplistic".

Gender is a social construct. Ok.

McStain

#

#

2 Reply"

10 hours ago

I didn't mean to disagree, it was an attempt at wordplay , simp , simplistic 
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

4 Reply"

8 hours ago

You'd think someone with his username would get that.
brunski60

#

#

2 3 Reply"

10 hours ago

Half of women are conservative....
runningman18

#

#

7 2 Reply"

10 hours ago (Edited)

Uh no....try again.

Next time look up gender and voting...and then look up college women (i.e. sporting age) and voting. 

FREE CLUE: they gave is Brandon who said trans rights are the greatest civil rights issue of our time.

Now STFU and learn.

McStain

#

#

1 6 Reply"

10 hours ago

Uh yes, half of women vote to the right, that's a fact....college women are a tiny percentage of all women, dumbfuck....
runningman18

#

#

7 Reply"

10 hours ago (Edited)

60% of ALL WOMEN VOTED FOR BRANDON YOU DUMB SHEET.

70% OF COLLEGE WOMEN DID SO.

THEY ARE THE REASON HE IS IN OFFICE.

NOW GO F YOURSELF 

AND IF YOU WERE NOT AN INCEL YOU WOULD KNOW WOMEN INSTEAD OF SIMPING LIKE YOU DO.

McStain

#

#

4 2

10 hours ago

Haven't you heard?

The election was stolen from Trump who actually won in a landslide

So your stats on women voting have no basis in reality

Get a clue Stain !

BitLiteSilvGold

#

#

7 1 Reply"

11 hours ago

I still don't mind trans people just being out there.  But I resoundingly reject this attempt by the left to try and re-engineer all of
society around them.  That's not 'equal rights'.  That's domination.

Dog of War

#

#

7 Reply"

12 hours ago

Lia Thomas smashed the Women’s Record and literally swam his balls off  
G Johnson Team America

#

#

6 Reply"

5 hours ago

This is brought about by crazies on places like Twitter and Facebook who convince low-intel lefties with emotional logic, and then
it spreads from there like a cancer. This dumbing down of people with intellectual garbage is tailor made for propagandists to
increase their power. 

George Bayou

#

#

6 Reply"

6 hours ago

They're not men, they're chicks with dicks.  Author should be a little more culturally sensitive.
Joe Rockhead

#

#

5 Reply"

6 hours ago

Most are cringeworthy, like Admiral Chickwithadick.
Snidely

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

the LGB crowd would be better off if they distanced themselves from the T's.
acacko

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 5 hours ago

Look across the US. There are no more lesbian bars. The T has destroyed them. Lesbians are more in hiding now than 30
years ago. 

Catullus

#

#

6 Reply"

8 hours ago

What a hollow victory for that bloke, beating two women.
Aussie Girl

#

#

4 Reply"

7 hours ago

There is a profound flaw in the character of somebody who can accompany such an absurdity with a clear conscience.
WatchOutForThatTree

#

#

Reply"

4 hours ago

Exactly right.  He should be ashamed of himself, beating up little girls. That’s exactly what it feels like.
gloe

#

#

6 Reply"

9 hours ago

Leftists aren’t the most virtuous, they are the most unstable, and yet they are being positioned as the arbiters of our morality."

 

"Demoralized yet?

amerika V.3

#

#

1 Reply"

6 hours ago

Imho balfouristani social engineering at its ugliest.  The tribe seems to have been long-since intellectually captured by its
zionic bankster hierarchy, and are a wrecking ball to any host society.

unz.com gets at this with a lot of good items.   

Baron Samedi

#

#

6 Reply"

9 hours ago

Dad I like you to meet my new finance.  
 

‘She’ reminds me a lot of you. 

Itchy and Scratchy

#

#

Reply"

6 hours ago

I have met families where Dad was a 'conversion' job - and the atmosphere was not pleasant.
Baron Samedi

#

#

6 8 Reply"

9 hours ago

The reason I have problems will all kinds of "aberrent" sexual behavior (and I use the term deliberately) is that people insist on
dragging it out in public and wearing their behavior on their sleeves. 

If you want to be a pervert behind closed doors with a consenting ADULT.. go for it. 

But when you start public displays of your weirdness, like that freak who is now in charge of US uranium supplies, and rubbing
your junk in little kids' faces (because that is what it comes down to) you are risking your own safety.  

I hear they have little sympathy for such animals in jail.

Mister E

#

#

3 1 Reply"

9 hours ago

Lolzzzz
Kenny Rogers

#

#



3 1 Reply"#

#

6 Reply"

9 hours ago

You can provide reason, logic, facts all day long to liberals regarding science, economics, psychology, etc etc. And it will
accomplish nothing. 

We currently have a scotus nominee that is unable to distinguish a man from a woman. 

This is all lethal to our Republic.

Unfortunately if elections don't resolve this it must be done by secession or force and for many that means the gallows. 

The US citizen is getting his nose rubbed in the stinking shlt of Marxism. 

Hopefully reason might prevail, but thus far it seems unlikely.

SLABHEAD

#

#

4 Reply"

9 hours ago

It's an even bigger problem:

Try speaking to any MSM-brainwashed Liberal about the real Science of Mask-Wearing and Lock-Downs ...

I wish you luck !

Doctor TimE.

#

#

2 Reply"

9 hours ago

Mine is a series of questions.  Like if they know the scientific concensus of actual scientific studies on the efficacy of
masks, and if they have read the CDCs own actual study. 1.4% efficacy. Then I ask them to explain the significance. 

Andro1345

#

#

4 Reply"

9 hours ago (Edited)

Marxist don't need science nor need to explain. Power is the only fact necessary. If they tell you to wear a mask, then
you wear one. 

SLABHEAD

#

#
6 Reply"

10 hours ago

It's mental illness. Today, we don't treat it, we celebrate it. Societal mental illness. There'll be a comeuppance.
Pro_sanity

#

#

6 Reply"

11 hours ago

Geez....look at the size of it.

Would you not be embarrassed to be seen up there? I mean my God, if the best you have to offer the world is that you're a trans
and you're going to win against women....God help us.

I've always said that people who want "I was gay" on their tomb stone....FFS is that what you want to be known for? That's the
best that you can be?

We are in a world of trouble....

glenlloyd

#

#

6 Reply"

11 hours ago

Wow...Don't American women have really big hands..?

Ewww...!

 

 

Captain Carrot

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

Why do cannibals hate Transgender people?

Too much trans fat...

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

Big Tranni is Watching You
AlphaSnail

#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

Lets go Brandon!!
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

United Mental Asylum of America
Doxing

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

USA - United Schizophrenia Asylum 
G Johnson Team America

#

#

5 Reply"

47 minutes ago

Lord I pray you drive out the wicked, perverted and corrupt of this nation and restore America to put you first again in all things. 
Without you oh Lord our country is lost.

Amen

Voice-of-Reason

#

#

3 Reply"

47 minutes ago

Amen.
Don Cherry

#

#

5 Reply"

57 minutes ago

With the removal of their genitals, they exclude themselves from the genetic pool of humanity, which is a good thing.
Virgile

#

#

5 Reply"

1 hour ago

Remember when cross dressers were to be mocked as freaks?  I still do.
Nunny

#

#

5 Reply"

1 hour ago

When did it stop being good enough to be a proud homosexual?
Mancolo

#

#

1 Reply"

1 hour ago

Trans is ever so much more trendy than just being gay. 
Robin DeFolks

#

#

1 Reply"

1 hour ago

Now it's "gay" to be gay.  
InnerCynic

#

#

1 Reply"

49 minutes ago

When it became ho-hum and not that big of a deal. It’s all about “look at me.” Soon transgenderism will become boring and
a new deviant act will get all the attention. 

Don Cherry

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 hour ago

Simply put, it’s a Dick Move when men compete in women’s sports.

Jury_rggd

#

#

1 Reply"

1 hour ago

Oooooooo!
InnerCynic

#

#

5 Reply"

2 hours ago

I'm old enough to remember when liberals were still marginally sane.
redwhiteblue

#

#

2 Reply"

1 hour ago (Edited)

Yeah! The good ole days when one was considered a “yellow belly, radical commie,” just for burning their draft card, or
growing their hair long or…gasp…burning the flag. 

Don Cherry

#

#

5 Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

Gay waiter, a gay cook a gay hair dresser a gay barista.  Whatever, as long as they make a good late and r civil I don't care.

TRANI on the other hand is the most apauling form of LGBT.  They are liars and cheats all.  They can't even be true to
themselves.  I call it by the old name: Gender Disphoria, a mental illness.

Dis-obey

#

#

5 1 Reply"

2 hours ago

This world belongs to Satan, the Bible says so. 

This world has to fall and it will. 

I trust God. I am a Christian. 

Please people, repent from your sins and turn to God. 

This satanic human system is going to collapse big time. 

If you love this world then you are God's enemy, as this world is the opposite of what God stands for. 

a White man from Western Europe

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

6uild 6ack 6etter
Dis-obey

#

#

6 Reply"

2 hours ago

Looking at this deviant travesty from a competitive sport angle, feminism and society in general has been cramming down our
throats for over a hundred years this notion that “anything a man can do, a woman can do just as well.” I’ve heard this my entire
life ad nauseam. Even though this Thomas dude is ranked 554th in in the NCAA mens 200 freestyle, he is mopping up in the
womens event. It’s rather comical that the biggest whiners, though still insisting Thomas can justifiably call himself a woman, are
the feminists who are now trying to move the goalposts, without admitting their ridiculous claims are false, to fit their ridiculous
radical narrative. 

Don Cherry

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

The original concept of Feminism was to stop all the male discrimination against women.

Today Feminism supports male athletes competing with women.

I think they must have found a new financier, one with a different agenda.

Robin DeFolks

#

#

5 Reply"

3 hours ago

Thus whole country is sick as hell.
Voice-of-Reason

#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago

^^^^

x1000

coherent scatter

#

#

5 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)

Ok, you say you're a woman. So you won't mind if I kick you as hard as I can between the legs, right?
ThinkingMan65

#

#

5 Reply"

4 hours ago

Kudos Brandon!  They say beauty is only skin deep, but the determination of one's sex is much deeper. Sex is not determined by
appearance but biology (organs, genes, bone/muscle structure, glands and much more).  The trans i see down here in Brazil are
generally submerged in drugs, violence, prostitution and mental problems. Not a model community by any measure. 

bahian

#

#

5 Reply"

4 hours ago

There's nothing complicated here. It's just another part of the agenda to destroy America. And until we put these traitors  where
they belong, it will continue.

skizzlerod

#

#

5 1 Reply"

4 hours ago

Raleigh NC is filled with these types of people and they are big time pedophiles......All dogs go to heaven but homosexual aren't
so lucky 

ShowNoMercy

#

#

5 1 Reply"

6 hours ago

If I ever have a transgender kid they can use whichever restroom they want.... at the adoption center.
Zombie Woof

#

#

11 Reply"

6 hours ago

You won't have one unless you manipulate it to become one...
BeepBeepRichie

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

A million up votes.  In this Twitter/FB/Instagram/TikTok world, some parents are encouraging their kids to become trans
just so they can post pictures and videos and get those oh so special likes.

Bay Area Guy

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

Really a transgender kid is the Birkin bag of 2022 in certain circles 

 

phillyla

#

#

5 Reply"

8 hours ago

I feel bad for my daughter, until women in masses speak up though, nothing will change. 
nomoneybags

#

#

5 Reply"

9 hours ago

The U.S. Woman's Olympic soccer team was defeated by a men's high school team.

Just imagine what would happen when M-F trans play soccer, tennis, or basketball!

The first women's basketball team with an M-F trans will win the National Championship !

Coaches will all be fighting over them.

Doctor TimE.

#

#

6 Reply"

9 hours ago

Not only will be F-M trans athletes be winning all the trophies, they'll be winning all the sholarships!
Doctor TimE.

#

#

Reply"

8 hours ago

They were defeated by a boy's high school team average age 15. And they slaughtered them 20 nil or similar.

Nothing new in that, England's women soccer team have had a rule for the last quarter of a century never to play against
boy's teams after they too were slaughtered time and again in the 1990's.

It is almost as if they don't want people to know how totally crap women are at sports.

BigJJ

#

#

5 Reply"

10 hours ago

Transgenders are men mentally ill. Not just a man. But a sick one. 
Towinfell

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

“I think this farce has gone on long enough, don’t you? As insane as leftists are, maybe we are more insane for letting the patients
run the asylum.”

 

Absolutely.

And there’s only one way this ends too...

Md4

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Which way?
WhereToMoveToNext

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

Aaar，c'mon guys，If Joe Biden can 'Identify' as a President，Why can't this guy 'Identify' as a female swimmer...?

 

Captain Carrot

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

What's the least likely profession for a trans person?

Mail man.

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

This is why you don't give a inch to the insane. First it was none human mating. They are relatives of chimps for god sake! Only a
few DNA difference. Low IQ etc.. Second it was gays and now this trans and kiddie love.

notpcperson

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

It’s pretty clear we need a new sporting category, or “open” events or something…

This is completely unfair to biological women athletes. And if they are meant to share locker rooms etc…that is just plain wrong. 

And now biological men are “women of the year”? So the message to girls is “great job, do your best, but even at being a
woman, a man can do it better?” It’s a sick world.
This woke nonsense needs to be shoved back into Pandora’s box forever.

winterleaf

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

That was exactly Martina Navratilova's suggestion. Have a biological female, a biological male and then an "open"
competition.

Orly

#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

So, effectively two male competitions and one female competition.
WhereToMoveToNext

#

#

Reply"

8 hours ago

That scripted clownshow with Bobby Riggs and Billie Jean King shut down reasonable debate for decades.
brunski60

#

#

Reply"

10 hours ago

At this point, unlike disabled people, trans people are too small of a minority to award them their own category of
competition. That's just appeasement.

And it wouldn't work anyway, because trans people don't think of themselves as "trans" first and foremost. They think of
themselves as men or women.

OTOH, a few more years of this, and the minorities might be us "cis" people.

zamizdat

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

That thing should be In Seaworld，jumping for fish to an appreciative audience...!

 

Captain Carrot

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

For some reason, the authoritarian political left has elevated the transsexual issue to the very top of their oppressio  It’s
hard to say why,...No it isnt it's very easy to say why. It's bviously been used like racism or borders or religion or class is used to
divide people during a time that division helps the politicians agenda.

Wisp

#

#

5 Reply"

12 hours ago

Gay frogs.

That is all.

Kanzen Saimin

#

#

11 hours ago

It’s in the water
AKrandy



1 Reply"

It’s in the water

#

#

5 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

why isn't Kotek marketing a transtampon?
Kprime

#

#

2 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Back hole use, I suppose. 
cbxer55

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

They do. I'm told by a friend who says he "knows about these things" that it's called a "Butt plug"
OzCynic

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

What did the trans man say after finally telling his parents about his surgeries?

“It felt really good to get that off my chest.”

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

Reply"

8 hours ago

Is there an Army commercial in there somewhere?
brunski60

#

#

Reply"

8 hours ago (Edited)

I'm  sure if the good people at Kotex thought there was money in it, they would.
brunski60

#

#

5 Reply"

12 hours ago

"It's hard to say why" - no it's not: As above, so below.
_nterest_ng

#

#

Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

I don’t think the truth factors into the rays of wisdom not being able to penetrate beneath the veil.
 

Man; Woman. 
 

Yang;Yin

MY_LURKER

#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

My favourite gardening phrase...
Orly

#

#

5 Reply"

22 minutes ago (Edited)

Women, notorious for driving touchy-feely politics, are being hung by their own petard in sports by way of sound thrashings doled
out by geezers pretending to be chicks. 

I honestly can't stop laughing. 

M.G

#

#

Reply"

14 minutes ago

^^^^^^

So true.... liberal attitudes have a cost.... it only hits home with some folks when it impacts them directly!

Imxploring

#

#

Reply"

4 minutes ago

Yup.  Just like the Yay Socialism Zoomers.  "Wait...why do I have to pay more tax now?".
M.G

#

#

4 Reply"

1 hour ago

I don't really care anymore. They made their bed, they are too stupid to see what this is all about...Transhumanism.
homeskillet

#

#

5 Reply"

2 hours ago

Good essay.  Says it all.
beaker

#

#

4 Reply"

2 hours ago

So who invented all of this gender-identity, transgender, transsexual, psycho-sexual mind phuckery?

C'mon - you know (((who)))!

LeadPipeDreams

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

I prefer Lady boy. Or a Jane-Joe.
Dis-obey

#

#

4 Reply"

2 hours ago

To apply for a woman’s team, each and every one of them must first have his d.ick and ba.lls cut off.

 

TessieTickles

#

#

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

Castration! Testosterone is a Steriod that gives humans with unsevered balls a physical advantage.
Dis-obey

#

#

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

Good point. Create a "barrier to entry".
redwhiteblue

#

#

5 Reply"

2 hours ago

Mental illness plain and simple.  The crazies are running the asylum and we're allowing it to happen. 

What's interesting about the transgender issue is the loudest and most offensive front belongs to men claiming to be women or
making a cosmetic change to be women.  This has led to the very degradation of what it means to be a woman in our society
today and the refusal of public figures to provide a definition of what a woman is. 

There are plenty of biological women who have transitioned to lives as men without the fanfare and huge political backlash that
accompanied the reverse.  I don't see a big outcry about women in men's bathrooms or women stealing men's sports titles (we
know why that is).  There has not been a push to change the definition of what a man is because it offends these not born male
"men".   Let's not overlook that some of these "men" have even given birth because they didn't or couldn't fully physically
transition.  

chiquita

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

The mental illness even has a name: Gender Disphoria 
Dis-obey

#

#

6 Reply"

2 hours ago

Men fought the wars since the beginning of time so now in the modern world its time change all that. Western militaries need to
go all female and let the men stay home and do the riveting. That would allow society to have to shoulder their convictions when
their troops go up against the Russians or Chinese. A little reality goes a lot further than pontificating. 

yerfej

#

#

4 Reply"

2 hours ago

And don’t forget to add that many are sexual predators and perverts. 
patrickhenry61

#

#

5 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 hours ago (Edited)

The trans thing is used as a distraction. While the powers that be rob and distroy Our Country they have the people arguing over
bathrooms! 

It's brilliant! Never mind the fact we have people in Congress lining their pokets and a government who bombs who ever they
want on a giving day. Forgot the 70 % of people sitting in jail because they are poor and can't afford a lawyer. And never mind the
burrocracts who have enriched themselves in power and money (fauci).

Oh No it's what bathroom is it going to use!

LouTurks

#

#

6 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)

So let me see if I have this straight. In Putin's Russia, all of this sickening behavior by the trannies, gays, pedos and such will get
you in the gulag, or maybe even killed? While in Clinton, Bush, Obama, Trump and Biden's America, these sickening behaviors
will get you praised, and are classified as normal? And, America is the country that is virtuous? While Russia is the country that is
oppressive and evil?  I may get pelted for this, but at this time I have far more respect for Putin, than I do for any past or present
member of the White House, Congress or the Supreme Court.

Charlie Johnson

#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago

Tranny Tyranny!
J Jason Djfmam

#

#

Reply"

PREMIUM 2 hours ago

And there is the problem with Putin. He is the strait one in a world of weirdos.

LouTurks

#

#

5 Reply"

3 hours ago

Transgenderism, LGBTQ, BLM, Antifa, CRT, etc., are just a few of the various agendas being pushed into America's culture by the
Deep State. Soro's is just the conduit for the money to push these and this is certainly not a comprehensive list of their efforts by
a long shot. RINO's are an intrinsic part of these efforts. It's imperative that people identify and call out these RINO's so we can
primary them and remove them from office. 

Just for an example, Carl Rove just got caught trying to dirty up Eric Greiten in the Missouri Gov. race. Rove is a piece of crap,
going and trying to dig up divorce dirt and quietly trying to get it into print. So this is the McConnell wing of the RINO's that MUST
be dissembled and removed. These people suck and are acting directly against the best interests of Americans.

chubbar

#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)

jist now coming to this realization? They’re all actors.  and imperialists.  every last one.  

Al Jolson

These people suck and are acting directly against the best interests of Americans.

#

#

4 Reply"

3 hours ago

Plz send astroid
Scornd

#

#

4 Reply"

4 hours ago

" I'm not a biologist !!! " 

👩

CheapBastard

#

#

4 Reply"

4 hours ago

I don’t care what the gender activists think about this.  I believe in chromosomes, and choose not to live in their delusion. 
MrBoompi

#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago

deluded, indeed, but make no mistake- those pushing the delusion don’t share in it. 
Al Jolson

#

#

4 Reply"

4 hours ago

Wait until the people who just want to be left alone get involved.
Ben Tornilloed

#

#

4 Reply"

5 hours ago

Orwell said “Freedom is the ability to say two plus two equals four.”

In America 2022, freedom is the ability to say a swimmer with a c—k is male.

Seems simple enough. I don’t know whether it’s hilarious or petrifying that for half the population, it’s fodder for debate.

Rottemeister

#

#

4 Reply"

5 hours ago

There are 3 genders, defined at birth on the basis of the sex organs present. Male. Female. Hermaphrodite.  Choose wisely
grasshopper.

Lanka

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago

Now Grasshopper thinks its a choice lol

 

market_traitor

#

#

5 Reply"

6 hours ago

In their infinite lack of wisdom liberals who claim to be fighting for the rights of all kinds of groups (minorities, women, LGBTQ ...)
completely undermine women's rights by pushing for transgender women to be allowed to participate in women's sports. Liberals
want to do so much 'good' (in order to feel good about themselves) that they construct a house of contradictions, and just as a
house of lies, a house of contradictions will eventually break apart.

Why don't they simply let biologically female athletes decide whether they want to allow transgender women to participate in their
competitions. But, no, those affected must never have a say. 

HelloSpencer

#

#

5 Reply"

8 hours ago

Have you ever sat and watched snow fall on a cold early spring morning?

The snow drifting down lazily,  coating things in one last thin veneer of white , that will be gone with the morning sun

To hear the birds singing as you watch this seems impossible

Nature has its own order , the birds know exactly where to go and when to go there 

Light a cigarette and reflect that a bird knows its a bird

That nature allows no uncertainty 

Man has become weak and dissolute in correlation to his distance from the natural order

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

3 Reply"

7 hours ago

You should be a poet or a writer if your not…seriously. That’s a nicely written comment.
Feuer frei!

#

#

6 Reply"

7 hours ago

I am a landscaper and i am am kinda drunk,  but thanks 
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

4 Reply"

7 hours ago

I just bought his latest book, Musings of a Drunken Landscaper, it's excellent.
Snidely

#

#

5 Reply"

7 hours ago

Would you like an autograph?

My pen is actually a tiny flask in disguise so ....... ya know tough luck

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

4 Reply"

8 hours ago

If believing in biological sex is bigoted then count me among the bigots. Rarely have I heard such nonsense of picking your
gender. I don't want this idiocy taught in schools alongside CRT (which needs to be outlawed.)

Like many people I signed up for not having LGBT people being beaten up and discriminated against....not for someone with a
huge penis who "identifies" as a woman going naked into an all female spa in LA, with kids there. 

haruspicio

#

#

5 Reply"

8 hours ago

I am really enjoying this.  All that man hating femi-nazi propaganda from 30 years ago really starting to bite ladies. 
Another generation of neglected, confused and fatherless young men decide to turn themselves into girls because male = bad.

Yeh, who needs a man to raise a family?  Bored with your husband/partner?  Just dump him and go cougar.  Maybe dump him
and try a girlfriend?  It all sounded so exciting when you read that Cosmopolitan Article way back when you were still young but
the realities today are not so much fun.

Dornier27

#

#

4 Reply"

10 hours ago

Science, logic, and critical thinking skills have been thrown out the window.

Clown Show 

🤡

Bay of Pigs

#

#

5 Reply"

10 hours ago (Edited)

god teaches a man and a woman

satan teaches everything else.

insanityantidote

#

#

4 Reply"

10 hours ago

All part of the "gender-less social engineering"  idealism pushed by the Davo/WEF in order to set trans humanism to facilitate the
integration between humans and AI.

 

See, you cannot upgrade a subject with A.I. when awareness of its own nature remains, so the very purpose of all those social
constructions is to strip away all what resembles human nature and our sacred bond with the planet, so the subject is used as
"raw material" for any pre-conceived purpose or function within the system...... 

BitchesBetterRecognize

#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

Make shame great again.
Himself

#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

Fat shaming too 

LANDWHALE ,  HO!!!

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

Why the trans push by the narrators?

They want your children. That is the ultimate goal.  But they can’t go directly to that fetish. Society has to be corrupted and
conditioned to accept that option.  The narrators  play a game of critique which shields and empowers the victim  as uncritizable.
The normalization of all behaviors  arises from the inability to criticize. The behavior is personalized and thereby attains status and
rights and legal recognition.  Once personalized the critic is framed by the narrators as attacking not the behavior, but the person.
The proper question is, who are the narrators? The ones you may not criticize.  The wolf hides in sheepskin. The perpetual victim.
 The narrator’s victimhood is enshrined by enabling a multitude of personalized victims who are co dependent and co
supportive  of all of their fellow victims. “Please do not criticize me I am a poorly victim, dressed in my worn sheepskin”.   It is
incremental. You just witnessed a Supreme Court nominee who is pedo friendly. Do you think that was an accident?  They came
from Babylon. They want your children. My guess is sex and child sacrifice.  

grifter_jones

#

#

PREMIUM 11 hours ago (Edited)

Children growing up in a home with no father around; single male child with many female siblings; children or child with two
mom's, all will have social and psychological propensity towards feminety.  And the reverse is true as well. 

Its unfortunate, but breakdown of family unit, glorification of single parent family, lack of male role models, or for that matter
female roll model will naturally impact child development. 

Additionally, a social model that has discarded religion, which has contributed to  identity crisis and confusion in the western
society. 

To this mix, we have these confused individuals as teachers who are training the young generation to be sympathetic to others'
gender identity perspectives and going as far to instil doubt in the minds of the children to question their own identity. 

What was an outlying group of minority point of view is now being peddled on young minds as a new belief system. 

If one doesn't conform, then that person's perspective is immediately identified as racist or supremacist construct.  Ironically the
group that proclaims to be sympathetic and inclusive is the one being hypocritical.  

Thousands of years of biologically oriented premises are being attacked using deflectionary allegories such as racism or
supremism.

In-between are now norms, and  being forced via inclusive actions and subliminal messaging. Such absurdities are forced upon
all.

This debate cannot be resolved nor can it reconciled until the premises are defined.  What is racism? What is supremism?

Until these premises that are used to attack anyone who is in disagreement are clearly defined, established and mutually

Atlas_Shrugged



4 Reply"

Until these premises that are used to attack anyone who is in disagreement are clearly defined, established and mutually
accepted, we will naturally progress towards a total breakdown of the societal - cultural construct and  ultimate anhialition of our
form of sentient beings.

Lastly, this theoretical experimentation; self righteously pushed by the corporations is a fringe group within a western culture,
which in itself is a minority group within the world population as a whole.  

Conclusion: Talk to Xi Jeping, talk to Arabs, talk to the Muslim world or talk to Asians.  Such theories will not work in those
societies as they value their natural gender identity.  And we need to thank them for standing firm.

#

#

9 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

I used to work with a young man who liked to trash talk his father , because he was never around when he was a kid , he
was raised by his mother 

His mother was a lab technician or something 

He was fresh outta college studying horticulture 

He seemed completely out of place on a landscape crew , dudes talking dude talk 

He got mad once and told us , he was a feminist 

He believed everything the government said about climate change , and when i would refute his talking points,  he would
reply derisively that i didn't go to college,  I still work with him in the winter time 

He eventually came around, i actually went fishing with the guy not too long ago , he seems totally different now,  couple of
years hanging around some dudes is therapy for brainwashing 

 

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

Way too much brainwashing going on....
glenlloyd

#

#

3 1 Reply"

11 hours ago

I wash my brain with liquor until its silky smooth 
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

So whats is the one song that transgenders can not claim as their anthem....

Born This Way

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

2 1

11 hours ago

Stop it , you're making me fall outta my chair eàch time i read your jokes 

And my seating arrangement is precarious in a shed crowded with gas cans with a lit cigarette, you already made
me spill my ashtray 

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

1

10 hours ago

Keep a fifth of gin close by to douse the flames...

I do

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

Fudgepacker is the correct name.
Spiro The Greek

#

#

6 Reply"

11 hours ago

Rump ranger 

 

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

Pillowbitter.
Spiro The Greek

#

#

7 Reply"

11 hours ago

Sausage-Jockey.
Captain Carrot

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

Turd miners
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

2

8 hours ago

Travelling the Hershey highway.
brunski60

#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

We know who is responsible for this insanity, again.
Spengler

#

#

10 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

I really identify with the trans movement...

For the first 9 months of my life, I was a man trapped in a woman's body!

lol

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Comment of the Day!
zamizdat

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

We also need to address the fact that a 320lb woman wearing Victoria's Secret is not sexy. No matter how many posters of that
woman they put in the window. Not to mention they want trans models as well.

Humans are not meant to be blobs of fat, waddling through stores. It also isn't healthy, no matter how many covers Cosmo has
with fat women on them. Proclaiming, "This is healthy." Curves also don't mean fat. There are women with larger frames, but have
a shape that doesn't immediately put them in the Walmart scooter category. 

Victoria's Secret was not about putting forth an unattainable body image. Because, obviously there are plenty of women out there
who can pull off lingerie and look fantastic. 

The idea of trying to become what men desire, is supposed to be the foundation of a healthy relationship. Sure, your girl most
likely isn't a supermodel. But showing that you want a man to desire you is sexy. 

There are men that have a fat fetish. Nobody ever said weird fetishes are healthy. Yet, we are supposed to believe any fetish is
normal. Really so the fetish of pedophilia can be normalized. 

In the end, this new trans movement is really just a sick fetish attempting to be called normal.

adr

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

exercising your fetish for the word fetish?
Kprime

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago

That is absolutely correct. They take on the agenda and see how far they can push things until it suddenly becomes weird
that you don't accept my fantasies about little boys. Then we get the Greta: how dare you?

All they are trying to do is make every form of deviant behaviour "normal." I am a MAP! Okay, fine, you're a map...until you
find out that MAP is a "Minor-Attracted Person."

Whatever happened to NAMBLA anyway?

Orly

#

#

Reply"

8 hours ago

The Overton Window awaits us all. ☹
brunski60

#

#

Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited)

Expecting "representation" in advertising has made shopping for clothes online like a goth dance. There are usually two
models and neither are average in any world (5'9" stick or plus, you choose).

JMO, it is misguided to look to ads for your reflection when their entire purpose is to sell you crap.

PropOrNot Mariella Novotny

#

#

4 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

in the dressing room, he explained to the girls, it's just a vaginal polyp.
Kprime

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Yeah, he can shower with the girls and he has a hetero- girlfriend, if I am not mistaken.
Orly

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

Whoever thought the United States would implode with a bunch of lip-flapping retards not knowing what gender they are when
they cop a feel down their own pants.

The CIA social engineering program has worked wonders in this population controlling post MK Ultra world. Behavioral scientists
like Skinner, Pavlov, Asch, and Bernays would blush 

Parasitic Filth 

🇷🇺

#

#

4 2 Reply"

12 hours ago

Trans is all part of the "woke" freak show designed to destroy America.
Globalist Overlord

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

its all noise look at the post above you and think 
totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

When everyone is gay and all the kids are taking hormones, the population will naturally decrease.
jammyjo

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

Did you know the first trans people came from Egypt?

It was when daddy's became mummy's

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago (Edited)

You're on a roll 
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

3 Reply"

10 hours ago

The third bottle of wine is the charmer.
BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

1

10 hours ago

I'm too cheap to drink that much.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

I'm waiting for the first NFL female guard.
Kprime

#

#

2 1 Reply"

12 hours ago

I'm not.  Thats sick.
Horizon_of_Last_Scattering

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago

it's one play, non repeatable, that everyone will tune in for.
Kprime

#

#

1 Reply"

9 hours ago

I’d actually consider re-upping on cable service to watch every one of her snaps.
William Poole

#

#

Reply"

8 hours ago

Oh, you spelled it "snaps".
brunski60

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

America was warned in the 1980s https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=qlpODYhnPEo&t=44s 

Funnier still is the warning came from the Russians who had wised up but it was too late for them.

Who controls America's media?

GhostOLaz

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Who controls America's media?

you KNOW who.

Horizon_of_Last_Scattering

#

#

4 Reply"

12 hours ago

Unless you're a black female(?) SCOTUS candidate most ZHrs know genders well.

Simple, two.....period, and only one has those.....for the fluid minded still confused...

attah-boy-Luther

#

#

3 Reply"

27 minutes ago

I would LOVE to see the girly-men take over the women's soccer team!

Let's see how the fugly, purple-haired, kneeler Megan Rapinoe would like it!

Eyeroller

#

#

3 Reply"

33 minutes ago (Edited)

Nice picture where they drap that jacket over Thomas' shoulders to try to hide the OBVIOUS male upper body and arms. They
didn't want a picture CLEARLY showing the physical advantage this male had over the real female swimmers.

Don't believe for a moment that wasn't INTENTIONAL.

Imxploring

#

#

3 Reply"

1 hour ago (Edited)

They grovelled to decriminalise same sex marriage, then the right to adopt children (IE Buttgieg and his husband) and now they
demand that the average Joe bend down to their defective ideology.

 

Giving an inch turned out to be miles and thank the shady billionaire money behind the woke NGOs by the special
protected Bolshevik Soros of course.. This and other subversion is what he moved his last 16 billion to his NGOs in 2016 for.   

Fahrenheit2021

#

#

3 Reply"

1 hour ago

Buying into the whole gender BS is another example of being sucked into the vortex of their  insanity.  This country needs to get a
grip and stick with reality or we are destined to fail...bigley.

Bogie

#

#

3 Reply"

1 hour ago

Your sex is "baked" into the cake from second one.  So unless they've devised a method to flip your chromosomal makeup,
throughout your entire being, you're stuck with what you are up until you're shuttled off  this mortal coil. 

Deal with it!

InnerCynic

#

#

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

Thomas looks so ridiculously out of place on a podium with real women. I would be so embarrass if I was him.
ramblingfree

#

#

2 Reply"

2 hours ago

Something about him reminds me of the older kids who have to play with the younger kids because they can't keep up with
their peers.  Of course they beat the little kids every time because it's unfair advantage, but they don't care as long as they
win.  Same loose screw.

chiquita

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

yes, they are Bully taking advantage.

Just don't support any sport competition that allows this.

HardlyZero

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago (Edited)

When my son was playing hockey, (over 20 years ago) especially at the Squirt and PeeWee level, every year his team
would play a girls team. This happened once, maybe twice a year.  Even though the girls team was always older and a
division higher, and the boys couldn’t check (PeeWees checked back then), my son despised having to play against
girls. Even at this age (9-12) he would complain that it was a “no win situation.” No matter how bad the boys beat the
girls, they should have beat them by more. If the boys were to lose….well…..wow! My son hated those games. He
loved hockey so much that he never asked not to play but looking back on it I regret not keeping him home when these
games came up.

Don Cherry

#

#

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

There is NO SUCH THING as 'trans'!! 

And if one 'BELIEVES' otherwise, they're SEVERELY Mentally Ill! (BELIEF SYSTEMS are for CHILDREN who do not KNOW ANY
BETTER! The opposite of a 'belief system'.....we call THINKING! Rational, Sane THINKING!)

DawnieRTTN

#

#

1 Reply"

1 hour ago (Edited)

I share your conservative bias, but will have to insist that all human reasoning rests on (a bare minimum) of unproven belief.
Formally these are called 'axioms.' Ayn Rand used to carp 'examine the premises of your argument.'

Corrupting the foundation of reason by fabricating falsehoods and propagandizing them into beliefs is the stock in trade of
the anti-humans.

Thinking we mature out of a need to believe the Truths is to self-identify as a new Divine gender.

RealBilly

#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago (Edited)

i know it is farcebook, but the image is spot on for this article...

https://www.facebook.com/photo/?fbid=530373478450134&set=a.390994979054652

SANCTIONED

#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago

The American political system is now dominated by a very small clique of billionaires who share a culture that is at odds with
traditional American culture and with people outside of their cult.

These billionaires have promulgated the trans "movement".

The movement is an inversion of historic and scientific reality the point of which is to confuse and humiliate the people and
render them easier to control.

Turn off your tee vee.

MrMoMoChaser

#

#

1 Reply"

PREMIUM 2 hours ago

The best thing I've seen on TV is MTV unplugged. I still think it's a great idea.

Just unplug the TV!

LouTurks

#

#

3 Reply"

3 hours ago

The 'champion' looks like an adult who just beat up a grade schooler. The number 2 looks like she's trying to be polite about it.
The number 3 looks very suspicious and pissed off about the whole charade.

Ksquish2001

#

#

2 Reply"

3 hours ago

#2 is visually expressing a sarc tag. I doubt she's happy about not having been the legitimate winner.
ants in the pantry

#

#

Reply"

3 hours ago

She is the legitimate winner. The boy is a fraud.
Ksquish2001

#

#

3 hours ago

The very best part is the SBA ( Small Business Admiration )  has received millions of applications for preference contracts from
formerly male owned companies and now they are declaring they are female owned . The applicates state to " Prove Otherwise" 

TimeHasCome



3 Reply"#

#

4 Reply"

3 hours ago

I guess when we allow people to "identify" as anything they want.... you can be a minority owned female business operated
by the physically challenged with the simple checking of a couple of boxes!

Imxploring

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

"Much of what the political left does involves making their problems into your problems, and it’s mostly about control, not
equality."

This is so true.  They get right up in your face and hiss, "validate me!"  "Make my wedding cake or else!"  There is no live and let
live with these people.

But I think this is even more repulsive and insidious.  This is about sterilizing an ever-larger portion of the population.  As a
commenter pointed out below, a nuclear family of a dad and a mom raising their own children together is pretty impervious to
offers from Uncle Sugar.  They can just say, "No, thanks, now please leave our property."  Totalitarians need people who are
solitary, without social support, who will have no recourse but to turn to government.  The best ever social support is a family! 
So, so glad I am who I am, have my spouse of 40+ years, my kids, my grandkids!

Hypatia

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

It’s indeed a sad commentary on not just the US, but Western “civilization” as a whole, that an article like this even needs to be
written.

Women will, eventually, rise up and demand that this crap end.  Why?  Because there’s way too much money in sports.  NCAA
swimming, you say?  What’s the monetary value of a full scholarship (room, board and texts included)?  According to one
website, it’s about $80,000.  According to Statista, about 70,000 women receive scholarships.  Obviously, not all are full
scholarships and not all are for schools as expensive as Penn. so cut the average scholarship by 50%, and you still get a figure of
$2.8 billion in scholarships for women that are at risk as trans entities take over women’s sports.

Maybe ask Megan Rapinoe about THAT potential inequality.

Bay Area Guy

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago

If this fad reaches it's 'zenith' it will be a trans coach recruiting an all trans women sports team with token women bench warmers
(soccer, basketball, beach volley ball, field hockey, track and field) which will just wipe out all female records and demolish all
competitors. 

Will the big lib sports announcers just keep babbling on?  Will the big lib sports writers heap on praise? Will espn proudly
proclaim that now there is real equity in sports (whatever that might mean)?

In a weird twist maybe the sports governance boards will allow performance enhancing drugs for the real women on the teams
since the trans women can walk on the field/court with a pair down there secured in a jock strap.

Sunny Today

#

#

1 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited)

Did you ever wonder whether extreme athletics masculinize women a little?  I have.  I wonder if slightly more masculine
women (those with more muscle mass) are the high achievers, or if the high achievement makes them a little more
masculine.  Extreme exertion and loss of body fat does, after all, interfere with the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis and
stops women's cycles, making them infertile...that's a bit of masculinization right there.

Hypatia

#

#

3 Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited)

Trans Women Are Men And Pretending Otherwise Is Insanity

FIFY, Brandon

Dominion-G8

#

#

3 Reply"

5 hours ago

cross dressing fetishes require professional emotional intervention
acacko

#

#

3 Reply"

6 hours ago

Ironically, William thomas is a bitch.
Daniel Morgan

#

#

3 Reply"

6 hours ago

Nancy Pelosi identifies as Michael Jackson.
Boringusername

#

#

1 Reply"

6 hours ago

Michael Jackson died too early, Nancy .........
Know shit

#

#

5 Reply"

6 hours ago

Nancy Pelosi is a salted cod disguised as a senile old woman 
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

1 Reply"

6 hours ago

Can't beat that.
JMRPete

#

#

3 Reply"

6 hours ago

The chick in the cowboy hat looks like she wants to streamline him.
Snidely

#

#

3 Reply"

7 hours ago

The most sense I've heard/read in a while.
WatchOutForThatTree

#

#

3 Reply"

7 hours ago

I can’t even believe we’ve reached a point where an article like this is necessary or that we need to confirm it in the comments.
We humans have fallen a long way in the last few years.

Feuer frei!

#

#

3 Reply"

8 hours ago

Why are we even talking about this?  Is there a “Y” chromosome or not?
RockyR

#

#

3 Reply"

8 hours ago

If women disappeared tomorrow then XY men could recreate them again within say 10 years using say a rib bone as a
starting point but XX women could never in a month of Sundays ever recreate men.

BigJJ

#

#

3 Reply"

9 hours ago (Edited)

I couldn't agree more. I think feminists went down the wrong path 40 years ago. See there's things about the feminine mystique:
intuition, compassion, spirituality, sexuality, nurturing, that really draw the other half (men) to them. Meanwhile feminists decided
to ignore and discredit those qualities and wanted to be just as good as men at manly things like sports, combat, risk taking and
making money. The kids got thrown to the side of the road. And now men, it turns out, are better women too. I still want to hear
Lia Thomas hit a sustained e6 a la Beethoven's 9th...or is there anything us gals are better at? Why is it growing up the term if it
bleeds for days and doesn't die don't trust it was blatantly misogynist, but now were called menstruating persons and that's
okay?

CovidVaccineCures

#

#

2 Reply"

9 hours ago

when "lia" finally get the balls to chop off his balls, call me.

until then he's a he.

thereafter he'll be an it.

not-me---it-was-the-dog

#

#

Reply"

7 hours ago

I had a relationship end, in large part due to disagreements about those male vs female 'roles'. She no longer wanted to be
compassionate, nurturing, mysterious or feminine in any way, shape or form.

I've internalised and blame myself for my "failures" as a man, questioning myself as to how did I bring it on myself, that she
would undermine and usurp a large part of my identity. She left, basically furious that her "imaginary penis" that she was in
denial about was bigger than my shrivelled up real one.

ebola-ka-debola

#

#

3 1 Reply"

10 hours ago (Edited)

"There are trans people that are not on board with the leftist agenda."

how did the author not mention the absolutely crucial figure of renee richards?  born a man, even fathering a son, "she" later had
the, at the time dangerous, operations to remove male sexual parts and resemble a woman as closely as possible.  she is the
person who successfully sued for the right to compete in professional women's tennis and did, although not terribly successfully
as she was too old then.

she now believes that had she "transitioned" in her early twenties (he, as richard raskind, qualified as a man for the u.s. open five
times and captained yale's tennis team), and won in court in that earlier time, she would have beaten the other professional
women's tennis players.  and she very well might have.

however, because of that advantage and most importantly for this topic, she now believes "There is one thing that a
transsexual woman unfortunately cannot expect to be allowed to do, and that is to play professional sports in her chosen
field. She can get married, live as woman, do all of those other things, and no one should ever be allowed to take them away
from her. But this limitation—that’s just life. I know because I lived it.”

Now, she still wonders if it was the right thing to do: “If I had it to do over, I would have my sex change because that’s what I
was destined to do. But would I have tried to play professional women’s tennis? Maybe not."

https://jhawnpaulspinksheepnews.wordpress.com/2015/03/26/trans-tennis-player-renee-richards-on-winning-the-right-
to-play/

richards further doesn't think that "transwomen" who have not had "bottom" surgery (removal of male sex parts) should even be
considered transwomen.  she's right on that too.

jeff montanye

#

#

3 Reply"

10 hours ago

i saw a post about how trannies are being oppressed by the ukie army. wont let em leave as their passports say they a man so
they haul em off for conscription. lol. why isnt usa crying for their rights 

tokio

#

#

3 Reply"

10 hours ago

When you can't elect leaders and are stuck with a bunch of freaks.  

 

SubZero13

#

#

3 Reply"

10 hours ago

Both sides of the issue tend to fail to address the elephant in the room, the percentage of trans persons who have a history of
childhood abuse. It’s sad and uncomfortable. But that’s not justification to shun biology. I know one such child, a twin. The family
had 4 kids in 4 years, not exactly a recipe for everyone getting their needs met. His mother claimed he “had autism,” treated him
with off label Rx meds as a young child, which made him diabetic and mentally unstable. He came out as trans during puberty, a
few years into the Rx. It’s not a great story from any angle. But that doesn’t mean he just gets to be on the women’s swim team.
In fact, it’s extra reason why he shouldn’t be - that kid should not be in a locker room with girls. Shame on NCAA for allowing this
nonsense. They’ve made plenty of money off of their students, use some of it for trans leagues. 

Chaosmuppet

#

#

1 Reply"

10 hours ago

A specific league for trannies is a great idea , then they could be shunned and ignored as they deserve 
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

Reply"

4 hours ago (Edited)

Gobs of studies are finding a high overlap between teens seeking transitioning treatment with borderline personality disorder
or autism.  There is also a much higher likelihood their mothers carry a BPD diagnosis as well.

JMO, there has always been a small percentage of ppl living this way, but the uptick in rates is not natural but, I fear,
misdiagnoses!

PropOrNot Mariella Novotny

#

#

3 Reply"

10 hours ago

Again, it's about money. There's a jackpot in sex dysphoria counseling, endocrinology, surgery and activism. People are
encouraged to mutilate their bodies by others who then become rich. The treatment community really hates these people
considering how they are harmed by the professionals.

Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#

Reply"

5 hours ago (Edited)

Sams reason your hair stylist wants you to dye your hair!:

https://www.thestandardsc.org/jennifer-bilek/billionaires-funding-transgender-movement-for-profit/

PropOrNot Mariella Novotny

#

#

3 Reply"

10 hours ago

He may never be a woman but we can call him bitch.
silverserfer

#

#

1 Reply"

10 hours ago

How do the transgender compete?.

They Drag Race.

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

3 1 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

Russia and China don't recognize degeneracy. This is another reason it is hated by the Juice Masters.
notpcperson

#

#

3 3 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

Way OT

So Taylor Hawkins just "died suddenly" in Bogota at 50. Vaxx, fentanyl-laced blow?

https://redstate.com/jerrywilson/2022/03/26/taylor-hawkins-of-foo-fighters-passes-away-n541156

Foo Fighters - Rock And Roll (Live At Wembley Stadium, 2008)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SbNVIPAABgw

Globalist Overlord

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

He's correct to say this, but saying that means the Socialist / Socially Woke main-stream media will start baying for your blood,
then hunt you down and your career / family / life is over.

OzCynic

Trans Women Are Men And Pretending Otherwise Is Cultural Insanity

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

Only because cowards keep running from them.  The women should have waited for the starting pistol and then walked
away leaving the one with the dick as the only one in the pool.  Either that, or they should all grab him and hold him while
one of them castrates him in the pool.  Be the most interesting swimming race ever!  lol

philosphrstone

#

#

3 Reply"

PREMIUM 12 hours ago

“Irreversible Damage” by Abigail Shrier 

Badcyborg

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Transgenderism is the ultimate degeneracy
The Bidet Administration Goes Haywire

#

#

6 Reply"

12 hours ago

No, transgenderism is the stalking horse for the Big Push to legalise paedophilia, which is what they really want.
OzCynic

#

#

5 Reply"

11 hours ago

Exactly. ^^THIS^^

I am constantly amazed at how many politicians and people in power are straight-up pedophiles. It really blows my mind.

Orly

#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

Not really.  They are the easiest of all people to blackmail...  so the real owners elevate degenerates to positions of
"power", even though they are all basically actors.

philosphrstone

#

#

Reply"

11 hours ago

That's true, too. I guess you could say "middle management," up to and including SloJoe.

But still, it's like they come put of the woodwork...seem to be everywhere.

Orly

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

When teenage girls quit trying to wrestle teenage boys, I'll listen.
Hold My Montrachet

#

#

2 Reply"

11 hours ago

What do you call a fight between Trans people?

TRANSACTION

BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

3 Reply"

11 hours ago

NO !! just NO !! 
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

And now we're even debating it. How far we have fallen. 
AlphaSnail

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

It's just one of the tools the Cabal uses to get people conditioned for the coming Trans-humanism that Klaus Schwab et al have
promised us.

headless blogger

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago

I'm unconditioned, get thee the fuck away from me.
Snidely

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

There is ZERO scientific evidence to support sexual orientation and that people with same sex attraction are born that way.

There is ample evidence that LGBT people are made that way through abuse.

The lies that the LGBT movement promote merely serve as a defensive mechanism to help relieve them from having to face what
they've been through. It's why you see the same level of depression and suicide for trans people pre and post surgery, for
example.

Absolutely NO reason for society at large to adopt the LGBT lies, especially when there are LGBT people who have faced up to
what they have been though, and have changed because of it and left the LGBT lifestyle.

And yes, the LGBT movement hates that last bit.

Mighty Hawk

There is ZERO scientific evidence to support the notion of gender self identification. There is ZERO
scientific evidence to support the claim that gender is merely a social construct.

#

#

4 Reply"

11 hours ago

Nah. There's no way. There are a lot of people born gay. They are attracted to the same sex. This has gone on for millennia. 

That's not to say there may be some abusive psychological component but for the most part, gay people just like people of
the same gender.

Orly

#

#

3 2 Reply"

12 hours ago

The Amazons were a tribe of female warriors who lived only to harsh on the happy lives of men.

Menthol cigarettes where banned because Women hate anything that features men so prominently 

MENthol , see ? Evil

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

If a transgender lesbian marries a bisexual woman, does this make them a BLT?
BEMUSED-CONFUSED

#

#

1 Reply"

10 hours ago

Impossible; they're both vegans.
Pernicious Gold Phallusy

#

#
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1 Reply"

8 hours ago (Edited)

In America in the '70s and '80s, Madison Avenue pushed menthol cigarettes on women hard.  The joke was, they used
feminism to do it.

"You've come a long way baby"

https://www.aaaa.org/timeline-event/virginia-slims-cashes-womens-lib-declaring-youve-come-long-way-baby/

 

brunski60

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Just look down.  If you got pecker, your a guy.  
Ben A Drill

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

What if its very small?

Asking for a friend 

Pizza the Hutt

#

#

1 Reply"

11 hours ago

The new term is "micropenis."
Orly

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

But you can chop it off.  Born with a pecker?  Ur a dude bro.
affirmed_78

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago (Edited)

Umm , well yeah,  i was just asking for a friend......
Pizza the Hutt

#

#

3 Reply"

12 hours ago

Isn't going to matter when Brandon gets us into a war with Russia, both sexes and those in between get to go, everyone will get
drafted and you will not be able to dodge. 

RozKo

#

#

1 Reply"

12 hours ago

Not me, I'm half man, half bear, half pig and really busy changing the climate, maybe next time.
Snidely

#

#

2 Reply"

12 hours ago

lol...man bear pig....
Horizon_of_Last_Scattering

#

#

2 Reply"

1 hour ago

I welcome the establishment of transgender camp, no, make that a country, perhaps on the continent of Africa...they can be free
from the shackles that they believe are forced upon them by the deniers...please take advantage of this idea and make it come to
fruition ASAP.

Comply

#

#

2 Reply"

2 hours ago

If transgenders are women - Al Jolson was black. 
kurtz-

#

#

1 Reply"

2 hours ago

If transgenders are women - Joe Biden was duly elected. 
Don Cherry

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

It takes practice to believe the Big Lies.
RealBilly

#

#

1 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 1 hour ago

Stop me if you’ve heard the one about the, “Giant mud ball, inhabited by ascended monkey-men, flying through an
endless vacuum at half a million miles an hour, simultaneously saved and cursed by the magical mystery GRAVITY.”?

Jury_rggd

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

https://youtu.be/buqtdpuZxvk
InnerCynic

#

#

2 Reply"

2 hours ago

Ok. Let's see the criminal billionaire cabal put their money where their big mouths are. As of 2017 the cattle industry was worth
$50 + billion (cows, chickens, hogs, pigs, etc.) Anyone trading in trans bulls? Force legally trading in trans cattle and see what
happens. Until then it's psychological warfare, complete nonsense. 

InfiniteIntellRules

#

#

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

Is there such a thing as transgender animals? I always thought transgenderism was a mental illness limited to humans.
Totin

#

#

Reply"

1 hour ago

If adults can decide their children are trans, why not declare ol' Bossy the cow is too?
Robin DeFolks

#

#

Reply"

2 hours ago

They call them steers.  They fatten up better without balls.
DjangoCat

#

#

Reply"

54 minutes ago

Is that what happened to the one who place 3rd.  Looks kinda plump for a swimmer.  
Ben Tornilloed

#

#

2 Reply"

2 hours ago

This is all being driven by the left media and blogsphere, where they wield almost supreme power in the lefty blue states. 
George Bayou

#

#

2 Reply"

2 hours ago

Long ago, in saner times, that 'National Champion' would never have made it back from one of the hunts.

An 'accident' would have occurred and it would have helped maintain the sanity and stability of the community back home. 

Nature has her ways. 

Time4Action
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#
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